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Abstract
Ever increasing demands for higher data rates in mobile communication present an
ultimate challenge to deliver a consistent service experience to users. Filter bank mul-
ticarrier (FBMC) systems with very low out of band radiation facilitate aggregation
of non-adjacent bands and asynchronous transmissions to provide the service enhance-
ment. The primary research objective in these systems is followed by the contributions
provided in this thesis.
First of all, filter bank based multicarrier systems using fast convolution approach are
investigated. We show that by applying FFT-based convolution without overlapped
processing, the circular distortion can be discarded as a part of orthogonal interference
term. The advantages of this property are spectral efficiency enhancement in the system
and complexity reduction. The results show spectral efficiency enhancement by up to
15% compared to conventional FBMC, while the complexity of the system is roughly
half of conventional FBMC.
Secondly, two channel estimation methods for MIMO-FBMC are proposed. The first one
is a preamble-based approach aiming to reduce the preamble duration overhead and peak
to average power ratio compared to the existing methods. The results confirm that this
method outperforms the existing methods in terms of the mentioned parameters with up
to 55% in the overhead reduction. The second approach is a comb-based method with
avoiding the contamination of pilots with symbol interference and saving time-frequency
resources compared to existing methods. The results show a comparable performance
of this method with is OFDM counterpart.
Finally, we investigate the problems of transmitting complex symbols in FBMC systems.
The challenge in these systems is designing appropriate filters to minimize the interfer-
ence between adjacent subcarriers while maintaining the Nyquist property of the filter.
We exploit fractional shift of the filtered symbols to compensate the deviation from the
Nyquist property. The results show the proposed filter provides approximately 3 dB
improvement of signal to interference ratio compared to the conventional filters.
Keywords Wireless Communications, Digital Signal Processing, Physical Layer, Dig-
ital Modulation, Waveforms, Digital Filters, Filter Bank Theory
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Increasing demands for higher data rates in mobile communication and 5G new ra-
dio (NR) requirements such as Internet of Things (IoT), Gigabit wireless connectivity,
and tactile Internet is an ultimate challenge to provide a uniform service experience
to users [1, 2]. To this end, the new physical layer should provide two essential fea-
tures. First, dynamic aggregation of non-adjacent bands to acquire higher bandwidths
for data transmission [3]. Second, asynchronous transmissions to reduce signaling over-
head and handling sporadic IoT traffic [1, 4]. The features necessitate a new waveform
which provides very low out of band radiation (OoBR), as well as immunity against
synchronization errors.
For years, single-carrier modulation was the dominant waveform for systems such as
satellite communications, GSM, CDMA, etc. In such systems, the channel becomes more
dispersive as the bandwidths increases, and the conventional time domain equalization
methods are not effective. Multicarrier modulation (MCM) with its appealing character-
istics such as single-tap equalization and adaptive modulation techniques, presents the
critical element in efficient spectrum usage by activating the subcarriers in the available
frequency slots.
Currently, orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) is the dominating MCM
technique and has been widely deployed in practical systems. Although channel equal-
ization is simplified by using cyclic prefix (CP) and extension to the multiple antenna
scenarios is relatively straightforward, OFDM suffers from poor OoBR, causing interfer-
ence with the adjacent bands, and posing strict orthogonality requirements. In a system
1
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with synchronization non-idealities, a waveform with proper localization in frequency
domain can provide more robustness against carrier frequency errors [5]. Therefore,
OFDM is not the practical option for future wireless communications.
1.1 Scope and Objectives
In order to address the drawbacks inherent in OFDM systems for 5G NR, several wave-
forms have been studied by 3GPP [6, 7]. These waveforms can be divided into two
categories. The first category is the variants OFDM such as weighted overlap and add
based OFDM (WOLA-OFDM) [8–10] and flexible configured OFDM in [11]. The sec-
ond category contains the waveforms based on filtering such as, filter bank multicarrier
(FBMC) with offset quadrature amplitude modulation (OQAM) [12–18], generalized
frequency division multiplexing (GFDM) [19, 20], and filtered OFDM [21, 22]. For
enhanced mobile broadband (eMBB) systems, filtered OFDM and WOLA-OFDM has
been adopted due to similarity to OFDM modulation. The waveform for massive ma-
chine type communications (mMTC) is still under investigation and FBMC systems are
considered as strong candidates for this case.
Among these waveforms, FBMC/OQAM is a promising candidate due to per-subcarrier
filtering and perfect band localization. The key advantage of FBMC/OQAM over
OFDM is that the non-adjacent subchannels are separated using well-localized filters
in frequency domain, to reduce inter-carrier interference (ICI) and OoBR. Thus, the
aforementioned shortcomings of OFDM mentioned above can be mitigated using FBM-
C/OQAM, and it can be a promising alternative to conventional radio access techniques
to improve system efficiency.
The fundamental idea in FBMC/OQAM is splitting the real and imaginary parts of the
symbols, upsampling and filtering them. Consequently, orthogonality holds only in real
field in these systems. This is because according to Balian-Low theorem [23–25], there
is no way to utilize a well-localized prototype filter in both time and frequency, along
with maintaining orthogonality and transmitting at Nyquist rate. Thus, relaxing the
orthogonality condition can guarantee the other two factors.
In spite of advantages over OFDM, there are some open issues to be solved to make
FBMC a viable solution in practical applications. These problems can be investigated in
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different areas. First of all, FBMC has poor localization in time domain after transmitter
filtering. Potentially, FBMC has better spectral efficiency compared to OFDM thanks
to OQAM modulation and CP removal. However, the actual efficiency decreases due
to the filter transients when passing the transmit signal through the polyphase filter.
This overhead is negligible when assuming a very long transmission block. Nevertheless,
when the transmitted data is divided into shorter blocks, significant overhead incurs due
to the tail effect in FBMC. Hence, the transmission might become challenging in the
applications with short messages such as machine-type communications [26].
The second problem is channel estimation in FBMC. As orthogonality in FBMC systems
only holds in the real field, received symbols are contaminated with an imaginary intrin-
sic interference term coming from the adjacent symbols and subcarriers. The interference
becomes a source of problem in channel estimation and equalization processes, especially
in multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) systems. The pilot symbols used for channel
estimation, should be protected from interference as the receiver has no knowledge about
their surrounded data points to estimate the amount of interference. These protections
cause overheads when designing a transmission frame. In preamble-based approach, the
preamble should be protected from the subsequent and the previous data symbols by
inserting null symbols which causes a longer preamble, resulting in larger overhead com-
pared to OFDM. This is also true for scattered pilots where the adjacent data symbols
contribute to the interference on the pilots [27]. In this scenario, typically one or two
time-frequency points adjacent to the pilots are used to cancel the interference on the
pilots [28–31].
The rest of the problems come from the equalization process and compatibility with
MIMO applications. According to the structure of FBMC, each subcarrier is spread to
multiple taps in frequency domain, where the number of taps depends on the prototype
filter [4, 32]. As a result, the performance of the single-tap equalizer in highly selective
channels is relatively poor compared to OFDM and multitap equalizer is required [4, 33].
On the other hand, MIMO applications with maximum likelihood detection [34], and
the Alamouti space-time block coding [35] are not directly applicable to the system due
to unknown intrinsic interference terms contaminated with the received symbols.
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Due to mentioned problems of FBMC with OQAM modulation, transmission of quadra-
ture amplitude modulation (QAM) symbols using FBMC has become trendy in the re-
cent years. Obviously, the problem of intrinsic interference still exists in FBMC/QAM.
Thus, this system is categorized as a non-orthogonal system, and the challenge here is
to mitigate the intrinsic interference to make the system quasi-orthogonal while main-
taining per-subcarrier filtering. There are two types of FBMC/QAM systems in the
literature. Type I which was introduced in [36], uses two different prototype filters for
odd and even subcarriers to mitigate intrinsic interference. Type II introduced in [37]
uses an optimized prototype filter for all subcarriers. The advantage of Type II is that
the OoBR rapidly decays to the desired level within on subcarrier spacing, which is an
imposed constraint on the cut-off frequency of the prototype filter stated in [38]. This
method is also known as filter bank based OFDM (FB-OFDM) in [39]. Nevertheless, the
filter design of this type is quite critical to achieve an acceptable level of orthogonality,
while the filter keeps its Nyquist property in time domain.
1.2 Contributions
The contributions of this work to the body of knowledge are in the area of the structure
and channel estimation for FBMC/OQAM system and filter design for FBMC/QAM
systems which are explained in details in the following.
In the first contribution, we exploit the fast convolution scheme along with circular
convolution properties to tackle the problems as mentioned earlier in the structure of
FBMC/OQAM systems. The system is called circular fast convolution based FBMC
(CFC-FBMC) and works on that can be summarized as follows:
• A mathematical model for the fast convolution scheme is developed. It provides a
general framework for the conventional FBMC systems.
• We show that the distortion due to circular convolution in OQAM signals is or-
thogonal to the main body of the signal and can be easily discarded at the receiver
side. As a result of this property, no transient signal is generated during the signal
modulation process. Moreover, significant complexity reduction in modulation and
demodulation process is achieved using this scheme, which is of vital importance
for the multi-streaming case.
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• Pilot-based channel estimation for FBMC has always been challenging due to
contamination of the pilots by the interference from their adjacent data sym-
bols [28, 29]. Taking the time-variant transmultiplexer response of the proposed
system into account, a precoding scheme with controlled transmit power for pilot-
based channel estimation is developed and evaluated against the Crame´r-Rao lower
bound. This technique enables us to employ the complex pilots at the receiver side
without the unknown interference.
• CFC-FBMC scheme with the high-resolution equalization property allows the sys-
tem to operate in highly dispersive environments. In the meantime, the proposed
scheme inherits all the advantages of FBMC.
The research carried out in this contribution resulted in the following publication:
• Sohail Taheri, Mir Ghoraishi, Pei Xiao and Lei Zhang, “Efficient Implementa-
tion of Filter Bank Multicarrier Systems Using Circular Fast Convolution,” IEEE
Access, vol. 5, pp. 2855-2869, 2017.
The second contribution is on channel estimation for MIMO-FBMC/OQAM systems.
There are two works in this area which are preamble-based and comb-based channel
estimation as follows
• The preamble-based methods in the literature suffer from increased symbol over-
head, i.e., some zero symbols are required to protect the pilot symbols from the
interference of their adjacent symbols. While the number of pilot symbols is equal
to the number of antennas, the total number of symbols in the preamble will be
more than twice the number of transmit antennas. On the other hand, these meth-
ods suffer from very high peak to average power ratio (PAPR) which make them
impossible to use practically. The proposed channel estimation method reduces
the preamble overhead compared to the existing methods. This process also in-
corporates an interference cancellation method to make the pilot symbols on each
stream orthogonal to the other streams. Therefore, only one symbol is used for
estimating the channel and reduced overhead for the larger number of streams is
achieved.
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• The inevitable zero symbols which should be inserted into the preamble in MIMO-
FBMC/OQAM systems to protect them from the interference of the previous block
and the data section makes the system highly inefficient for practical applications.
As a result, the best solution for channel estimation would be comb-based channel
estimation using scattered pilots. The existing works in this area are quite lim-
ited in the literature due to the problem of intrinsic interference for multistream
scenarios. Accordingly, we propose a novel scheme which is the extension of the
proposed method for CFC-FBMC to MIMO schemes. This technique is more effi-
cient than the existing methods in the literature as there is no need to nullify the
surrounding points of the pilots. A proof of concept scenario is also presented for
this scheme.
The research carried out in this contribution resulted in the following publications:
• Sohail Taheri, Mir Ghoraishi, Pei Xiao, Aijun Cao, and Yonghong Gao, “Eval-
uation of Preamble Based Channel Estimation for MIMO-FBMC Systems,” ZTE
Communications, vol. 14, no. 4, pp. 3-10, 2016.
• Sohail Taheri, Mir Ghoraishi, and Pei Xiao, “Overhead reduced preamble-based
channel estimation for MIMO-FBMC systems,” 2015 International Wireless Com-
munications and Mobile Computing Conference (IWCMC), Dubrovnik, 2015.
In the third contribution, we target at filter design for type II of FBMC/QAM systems.
The proposed filters in [37] and [39] suffer from relatively high level of interference in
time domain and frequency domain, respectively. Therefore in this work, we optimize
the stopband of the prototype filter to reduce ICI between adjacent subcarriers. More-
over, we show that when the designed filter does not satisfy the Nyquist property, the
resulting inter-symbol interference (ISI) error of the filter can be compensated through
the fractional shift of the filtered symbols. As a result, we can optimize the design to
reduce the energy of intrinsic interference and reach a quasi-orthogonal system. Ad-
ditionally, the result can be used for Type I systems as a primary filter, which eases
the design of the secondary filter due to less interference in the frequency domain. The
design process is inspired by a method proposed for single-carrier systems in [40]. This
technique provides flexibility to control different parameters such as stopband attenu-
ation, Nyquist property, and tail energy. However, the iterative optimization method
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proposed in [40] does not converge to the global minimum in some scenarios. Thus, we
also derive an optimization method based on Newton-Raphson iterations to address the
nonlinear problem in the filter design procedure.
The research carried out in this contribution resulted in the following publications:
• Sohail Taheri, Mir Ghoraishi, Pei Xiao, and Lei Zhang, “Square-root Nyquist
Filter Design for FBMC/QAM Systems,” IEEE Transactions on Vehicular Tech-
nology, Accepted with minor revisions.
• Adnan Zafar, Mahmoud Abdullahi, Lei Zhang, Sohail Taheri, Pei Xiao, Muham-
mad Imran, “Complex-Valued Symbol Transmissions in Filter Bank Multicarrier
Systems using Filter Deconvolution”, IEEE Transactions on Wireless Communi-
cations, (Submitted)
1.3 Overview of the thesis
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows: in Chapter 2 the system model of FBMC
and the existing works in this area are reviewed. In Chapter 3, the CFC-FBMC model
and its analysis are provided. Chapter 4 focuses on the channel estimation for MIMO-
FBMC/OQAM and the proposed methods with in-depth analysis. Chapter 5 discusses
the FBMC/QAM system and the filter design for this system analytical and simulation
results. Finally, the conclusions and future works are drawn in Chapter 6.

Chapter 2
Literature Review
In this chapter, FBMC systems are introduced, and a variety of issues and solutions are
reviewed.
2.1 FBMC Systems Model
In this section, the standard structure of the FBMC system with synthesis-analysis filter
bank or transmultiplexer (TMUX) structure is introduced. The TMUX structure of the
FBMC system is depicted in Fig. 2.1 [41]. The main blocks are OQAM pre-processing,
synthesis filter bank (SFB), analysis filter bank (AFB), and OQAM post-processing.
In OQAM pre-processing (C2R) blocks, the input complex symbols cm,n are converted
to real symbols, where m = 0, 1, . . . ,M − 1 and n = 0,1,. . . ,N-1 are subcarrier index
and symbol index respectively. Real and imaginary parts of cm,n are upsampled by a
factor of 2 so that
cRm,n =

<{cm,n
2
} n even
0 elsewhere,
(2.1.1)
and
cIm,n =

={cm,n
2
} n even
0 elsewhere.
(2.1.2)
This stage of upsampling is equivalent to upsampling and pulse shaping in single carrier
systems, where the typical filters provide zeros at every second samples. Then, cIm,n is
9
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Figure 2.1: Direct form representation of FBMC transceiver model
staggered by one unit and is combined with the real part samples to complete OQAM
pre-processing as
am,n = θm,n{cRm,n + cIm,n−1} = aRm,n + aIm,n, (2.1.3)
wherein n = 0,1,. . . ,2N-1 and θm,n is the orthogonalization factor defined as
θm,n = e
j pi
2
(m+n) = j(m+n), (2.1.4)
which makes the terms cRm,n and c
I
m,n−1 orthogonal to each other and to the adjacent
subcarriers. In the SFB block, the signals am,n are upsampled by the factor M/2 and
filtered with their corresponding filter gm,n(t) over M subchannels
1. With two stages of
upsampling which is 2 and M/2, the final sample rate of the signal will reach the Nyquist
rate. The baseband transmitted signal s(t) is the sum of the filtered subchannels and
can be written as [42]
s(t) =
+∞∑
n=−∞
M−1∑
m=0
am,ngm,n(t), (2.1.5)
where gm,n(t) is the shifted version of the prototype filter on the m
th subcarrier and at
nth symbol duration [43]
gm,n(t) = e
j2pimF0tg(t− nτ0), (2.1.6)
in which F0 is subcarrier spacing and τ0 = T0/2 is FBMC symbol interval, where T0 =
MTs is OFDM symbol duration and Ts is the sampling interval. (2.1.6) represents a class
of complex modulated filter banks, and g(t) is itself a real-valued low-pass filter with
the length Lg = PT0 = PMTs. P is an integer number which indicates the overlapping
1In OFDM, each frequency tap is called a subcarrier. In FBMC, each subcarrier is spread to mul-
tiple taps is frequency domain. Thus, the word subchannel is also used for the set of taps. However,
both subcarrier and subchannel have the same meaning in the literature. These two terms are used
interchangeably in this thesis
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factor of the filter in frequency domain. The prototype filter g(t) is designed so that its
shifted versions in time and frequency domain are orthogonal only in the real field [44].
This means
<
(∫
gm,n(t)g
∗
m0,n0(t)dt
)
= δm,m0δn,n0 . (2.1.7)
After passing through the channel, in the AFB block, the demodulated signal aˆm,n
can be extracted by projection of the received signal r(t) on the corresponding receive
subchannel filter gˆm,n(t) as
aˆm,n = 〈r(t), gˆm,n(t)〉, (2.1.8)
where,
gˆm,n(t) = g
∗
m,n(t) = e
−j2pimF0tg(t− nτ0). (2.1.9)
According to (2.1.7), the output symbols of the analysis filter-bank are contaminated
with an interference term which is in quadrature with the transmitted symbols am,n.
This interference term is known as intrinsic interference. Therefore, the demodulated
signal at a particular subcarrier and symbol point (m0, n0) is given by
aˆm0,n0 = hm0,n0am0,n0 + Im0,n0 + ηm0,n0 , (2.1.10)
where hm0,n0 is channel frequency response at (m0, n0) between the receive and the
transmit antenna. ηm0,n0 is the noise component , and Im0,n0 is the intrinsic interference
term which is formed as
Im0,n0 =
∑
(m,n) 6=(m0,n0)
hm,nam,n〈p〉m0,n0m,n . (2.1.11)
In (2.1.11), 〈p〉m0,n0m,n is the TMUX response of the system which depends on the employed
prototype filter and is expressed as
〈p〉m0,n0m,n =
∫
gm,n(t)g
∗
m0,n0(t)dt. (2.1.12)
Considering a well-localized prototype filter g(t) in time and frequency, it is observed
that the intrinsic interference is mostly due to a limited range of neighboring symbols.
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That is, (m,n) in (2.1.11) can take the values of Ω∗ as follows [45]
Ωm0,n0 =
{
(m,n)
∣∣m0 − 1 ≤ m ≤ m0 + 1, n0 − P + 1 ≤ n ≤ n0 + P − 1}
Ω∗m0,n0 = Ωm0,n0 −
{
(m0, n0)
}
.
(2.1.13)
which covers the (m0, n0) point first-order neighbors. Also assuming constant channel
frequency response over Ω, we can simplify (2.1.11) as
Im0,n0 = hm0,n0
∑
(m,n)∈Ω∗
am,n〈p〉m0,n0m,n . (2.1.14)
Consequently, (2.1.10) can be written as
aˆm0,n0 = hm0,n0(am0,n0 + um0,n0) + ηm0,n0 , (2.1.15)
where
um0,n0 =
∑
(m,n)∈Ω∗
am,n〈p〉m0,n0m,n (2.1.16)
is the orthogonal intrinsic interference term.
After channel equalization, retrieving the complex symbols cˆm,n from aˆm,n in the OQAM
post-processing (R2C) block is straightforward as in Fig. 2.1.
2.1.1 Prototype Filters
Several prototype filters for FBMC systems have been designed for different purposes. In
this subsection, we introduce some popular and widely used filters in the literature. They
have been designed under various criteria such as energy concentration in time domain,
rapid decaying in frequency domain, etc [25]. According to the Nyquist criterion, the
impulse response of a prototype filter must cross zero at all integer multiples of the
symbol period T0 [46].
In addition to the filters introduced in the following, some other optimized filter designs
can be found in [41] and [47] as well.
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Table 2.1: Coefficients of PHYDYAS filter for different values of P
Coefficients P = 3 P = 4 P = 5
G0 1.00000000 1.00000000 1.00000000
G1 -0.91143783 -0.97195983 -0.99184131
G2 +0.41143783 +0.70710678 +0.86541624
G3 -0.23514695 -0.50105361
G4 +0.12747868
Min. rate of fall-off |ω|−3 |ω|−3 |ω|−5
2.1.1.1 PHYDYAS Filter
This prototype filter was first developed in [38] and investigated in [48] and [49]. Then
it was employed as the prototype filter in the European PHYDYAS project on FBMC
[46].
This filter contains 2P-1 non-zero filter taps in frequency domain, where P is the overlap
factor with the adjacent subchannel. The continuous frequency response of the filter is
obtained through the taps and interpolation as follows
G(f) =
P−1∑
k=−(P−1)
Gk
sin(pi(f − kMP )MP )
MP sin(pi(f − kMP ))
, (2.1.17)
where f is the continuous frequency domain. Gk coefficients are the values of G(f) at
certain frequencies which is optimized and extracted in the design process. The impulse
response obtained from the inverse Fourier transform of the taps in frequency domain,
which is
g(t) = 1 + 2
P−1∑
k=0
Gk cos(2pi
kt
PT0
). (2.1.18)
The design criterion for this filter is rapid decaying in frequency domain [25]. The
frequency domain coefficients of this filter with three different values of P is provided in
Table 2.1 [48].
The filter with P = 4 is the most popular filter in the literature. TMUX response
coefficients of this filter in time and frequency are shown in table 2.2 [46].
Table 2.2: TMUX Response of PHYDYAS filter bank transmission for P=4
n0 − 2 n0 − 1 n0 n0 + 1 n0 + 2
m0 − 1 (−1)m00.125j +j0.206j (−1)m00.239j +j0.206j (−1)m00.125j
m0 0 −(−1)m00.564j 1 (−1)m00.564j 0
m0 + 1 (−1)m00.125j −j0.206j (−1)m00.239j −j0.206j (−1)m00.125j
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2.1.1.2 Isotropic Orthogonal Transform Algorithm Filter
Isotropic orthogonal transform algorithm (IOTA) filter exploits the symmetrical prop-
erty of Gaussian function in time and frequency. It is orthogonalized by an orthogonal-
ization operator to avoid ISI and ICI and realization of Nyquist criterion [42, 50]. The
impulse response of the filter is [25]
g(t) = F−1Oτ0FOν0pgsn(t, α), (2.1.19)
where F−1 and F are inverse Fourier transform and Fourier transform respectively,
pgsn(t, α) the Gaussian function, and O is the orthogonalization operator as
Oax(t) = x(t)√
a
∑∞
k=−∞ ‖x(t− ka)‖2
, x(t) ∈ R (2.1.20)
The designing criterion for this filter is energy concentration in time domain. The
parameter α can be set so that the interference of the filter in time and frequency domain
is symmetrical. By setting α = 1, the resulting filter is quite similar to PHYDYAS.
2.1.1.3 Root-Raised Cosine Filter (RRC)
This filter is derived from raised cosine filter and widely used for pulse shaping in single-
carrier systems to satisfy the Nyquist property after matched filtering. The filter with
roll-off factor α = 1 is known as the half-cosine filter which provides very good local-
ization in time and frequency, while with α = 0 it becomes a sinc function with infinite
duration in time domain. The closed form of this filter in time domain is [25]
g(t) =

1− α+ 4αpi , t = 0
α√
2
[
(1 + 2/pi)sin( pi4α) + (1− 2/pi)cos( pi4α)
]
, t = ± 14α
sin
(
(1−α)pit
)
+4αt cos
(
(1+α)pit
)
pit(1−16α2t2) . otherwise
(2.1.21)
Fig. 2.2 shows a comparison between the impulse response of the systems. Clearly,
PHYDYAS filter provides the best localization in time and frequency compared to the
other type of filters. The response of RRC filters continues in time domain and cannot
be a good choice for using in FBMC systems.
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Figure 2.2: Comparison of the frequency and impulse response of the prototype filters
2.1.2 Burst Transmission with FBMC
Potentially, FBMC has better spectral efficiency compared to OFDM thanks to CP re-
moval. However, due to the filter transients when passing the transmit signal through
the polyphase filter, the actual efficiency decreases. When the transmission data is di-
vided into shorter blocks, significant overhead incurs due to the tail effect in FBMC.
Hence, the transmission efficiency is compromised in the applications with short mes-
sages such as machine-type communications [26]. This problem is illustrated in Fig. 2.3.
Assuming transmission of N symbols, the duration of filtered symbols at the output of
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Figure 2.3: Transmission of four symbols using a prototype filter with the length 4T0.
The duration of output stream is 7.5T0 where 1.5T0 on the left side and 2T0 on the
right side are overhead.
the polyphase filtering stage is (N + P − 0.5)T0. The overhead region with the dura-
tion of (P − 0.5)T0 is significant when transmitting short frames. At the receiver side,
the sampling process should start from the beginning of the overhead region which is
clarified in Fig. 2.3 as the leading tail of the filtered signal.
Burst truncation is an obvious solution to compensate the loss in spectral efficiency
[51, 52]. It has been shown that part of the signal tails can be omitted before transmitting
the FBMC signal, which is a trade-off between orthogonality and OoBR performance
versus spectral efficiency. However, truncating the whole tail would severely degrade
the orthogonality of the edge symbols. In [53], an edge processing approach for the
transmission block was proposed to extend the data transmission over the signal tails.
As such, the tail inefficiency is recovered. Nevertheless, the solution has been proposed
in the case where the filter is very short, and there is no further discussion on longer
filters. Authors in [54] proposed a method of tail removal by making the transmit signal
periodical to satisfy the circular convolution property. Similar approach has been taken
by authors in [55, 56] named as windowed CP based circular OQAM (WCP/COQAM).
These methods perform circular convolution over the whole block of symbols. One of
the problems in WCP/COQAM systems is that the channel must be constant over the
block of symbols. Because in this system, the channel equalization is performed over the
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Figure 2.4: Bandwidth Efficiency Comparison of FBMC vs OFDM
whole block at once. As a result, this system is heavily susceptible to channel variations
throughout the block of symbols. Moreover, the complexity of this system is somewhat
higher than FBMC, depending on the number of symbols in the block.
2.1.3 Bandwidth Efficiency of FBMC vs. OFDM
The general form of bandwidth efficiency can be defined as [25, 56]
 = γ(Λ)αβ, (2.1.22)
where γ(Λ) is the lattice density which defines an algebraic which contains the coordi-
nates of the filters in both time and frequency [25, 50], α is the reduction factor due to
CP insertion, and β indicates the effect of tails of the modulated block of symbols [56],
as mentioned in the previous subsection. Other parameters such as bits per symbol and
coding rate are assumed to be the same for all the waveforms. The lattice density for
plain OFDM and FBMC is defined as
γ(Λ) =
1
T0F0
, (2.1.23)
which is 1 for the two systems. The parameters α and β for different waveforms have been
tabulated in Table 2.3. The range of spectral efficiency defined in (2.1.22) is 0 ≤  ≤ 1
where the optimum value is 1. Taking the CP length in OFDM systems as normal mode
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Table 2.3: Spectral Efficiency Reduction Factors for Different Waveforms
α β
Plain OFDM 1 1
CP-OFDM T0T0+TCP 1
FBMC 1 NN+P−0.5
FBMC-Trunc. 1 NN+1
WCP/COQAM MM+TCP /N 1
in the LTE standard, i.e. TCP ≈ 0.08T0 [57] in Fig. 2.4, we can see that even truncated
FBMC has less spectrum efficiency than OFDM in a frame length less than 14 symbols,
while WCP/COQAM can surpass OFDM in this regard.
2.1.4 Multiple Antenna Transmission with FBMC
Assuming multiple antenna scenario with QT transmit and QR receive antennas, the
baseband signal to be transmitted over the pth antenna is expressed as
s(p)(t) =
+∞∑
n=−∞
M−1∑
m=0
a(p)m,ngm,n(t). (2.1.24)
According to (2.1.15), the demodulated signal on qth receive branch can be written as
y(q)m,n =
QT−1∑
p=0
hq,pm,n(a
(p)
m,n + u
(p)
m,n) + η
(q)
m,n. (2.1.25)
Then, the MIMO-FBMC signal model after demodulation is represented as

y
(1)
m,n
...
y
(QR)
m,n
 =

h1,1m,n · · · h1,QTm,n
...
. . .
...
hQR,1m,n · · · hQR,QTm,n


a
(1)
m,n + u
(1)
m,n
...
a
(QT )
m,n + u
(QT )
m,n
+

η
(1)
m,n
...
η
(QR)
m,n
 . (2.1.26)
It is necessary to have an evaluation of the channel coefficients to retrieve the transmitted
symbols from the system above. After retrieving a
(p)
m,n + u
(p)
m,n, the imaginary parts of
them are intrinsic interference terms which can be dropped by <{.} operation. Hence,
the transmitted symbols are recovered. If QT streams are allocated to each transmit
antenna, spatial multiplexing gain is achieved. The intrinsic interference terms u
(p)
m,n
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make the channel estimation and equalization process more complicated than that of
OFDM systems. These problems are reviewed in detail in later sections.
It is also possible to achieve diversity gain having the channel information at the receiver
side using space-time block coding (STBC). Orthogonality in the real field and intrinsic
interference are also problematic when exploiting STBC, as this scheme is applicable to
complex orthogonal systems [58, 59]. Interference estimation and cancellation process
in proposed [60] facilitates the application of STBC to FBMC/OQAM systems with low
order modulations only, because of the error propagation in interference estimation and
cancellation of higher order modulations[58].
There are some other techniques to enable STBC for FBMC/OQAM. In [61], a block-
wise Alamouti scheme is proposed where a block of data and its time-reversal version is
transmitted consecutively. The rest of methods are based on the modification of FBMC
as in [59, 62, 63] where all of them suffer from very high complexity or rate degradation.
2.2 Fast Convolution Schemes for FBMC
Linear filtering based on discrete Fourier transform (DFT) is computationally more
efficient than time-domain filtering due to the presence of low-complexity algorithms
for implementing the DFT, which is called fast Fourier transform (FFT) [64]. This
convolution method is known as fast convolution.
Prior to the description of filter banks using fast convolution, a brief review of filter-
ing with this method is provided. A finite duration of the input signal is required to
perform FFT. As a result, long sequences should be segmented to shorter periods. The
filtered segments are then fitted together to reconstruct the overall filtered sequence.
The product of the two FFT outputs in each period is equivalent to circular convolution
of the signals in time domain which is of not suitable for linear filtering. There are two
methods to solve this problem which are called overlap-save and overlap-add processing.
To describe these methods, we start with (2.1.3) and for simplicity, take a single-carrier
signal by dropping the index m, as an. It is assumed that an is segmented to shorter pe-
riods of the length La, denoted as a
l
n. The length of the transmit filter and the matched
filter in the single-carrier case is assumed as Lgs and Lps , respectively, where typically
Lgs = Lps . It is also assumed that the prototype filters are symmetric odd-length (FIR
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Type I). To perform linear filtering on each segment, it is necessary to set the length of
FFT window as L = La + Lgs − 1.
2.2.1 Overlap-save Processing
In this method, the input of FFT at each FFT window consists of LT1 = dLgs−12 e
samples of the previous segment at the beginning, La samples of the current segment,
and LT2 = bLgs−12 c samples of the next segment at the end as shown in Fig. 2.5 [65].
With the assumption of FIR Type I filter, we have LT1 = LT2 = Lf =
Lgs−1
2 . In the
first segment, Lf leading samples are zeros. This is also true for the Lf tailing samples
in the last segment. An L-point FFT is performed on each segment. The filter taps in
frequency domain, i.e. Gζ , are obtained by zero-padding the filter in time domain by
La−1 samples, and performing L-point FFT. The filtered version of the current segment
is derived as
sln = IFFT{AlζGζ} ζ = 0, . . . , L− 1, (2.2.1)
where Alζ is the FFT output of a
l
n. In s
l
n, the first and last Lf samples are discarded
due to aliasing and the remaining La samples are saved, which is exactly matches the
linearly filtered version of the sequence on that segment as shown in Fig. 2.5. The final
sequence is formed by concatenation of the saved part of the filtered segments.
2.2.1.1 Extension to Multicarrier Systems
The general form of a uniform synthesis filter bank using overlap-save processing fast
convolution is illustrated in Fig. 2.6 [66]. In this scheme, M single-carrier signals
are segmented and transformed to frequency domain in parallel using the short FFT
blocks with the length L = L0 to form a subchannel, where the overlapping samples
are Lf = Lf0 . Each subchannel is pulse-shaped in frequency domain and is shifted
along frequency axis to form the long IFFT window with the length L1 = ML0. After
the IFFT operation, the lth multicarrier segment is obtained. The discard and save
parameters of the multicarrier segment can be described in terms of the single-carrier
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Figure 2.5: Overlap-save processing for single-carrier signals
Figure 2.6: Synthesis filter bank scheme for fast convolution based filter bank with 3
subchannels.
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Table 2.4: Computational Complexity of different multicarrier systems based on the
number of multiplications per subchannel where the number of subchannels are M =
512 and Mu = 300 of them are used.
CP-PFDM FBMC FBMC FC-FBMC FC-FBMC FC-FBMC
P = 3 P = 4 La/L = 14/16 La/L = 12/16 La/L = 9/16
Mu
M
= 300
512
14 45 52 29 34 45
signals as follows
Lf1 = MLf0
Ls = MLa.
(2.2.2)
After discarding the overlapping parts, the final multicarrier sequence is formed by
concatenation of the multicarrier segments. The Analysis filter bank is dual of the Fig.
2.6 where the long IFFT and short FFTs are replaced by long FFT and short IFFTs,
respectively.
The analysis of fast convolution based filter banks in both uniform and non-uniform
cases has been introduced and investigated in [66] and [67]. The key advantages of this
scheme compared to filtering in time domain are less complexity and flexibility to define
the rate conversion for each subchannel. The filter optimization methods for this scheme
has been provided in [68] and [65].
The scheme and the filter design process have been exploited for FBMC systems to
boost the performance of this system in different scenarios such as channel equalization
for SISO [69] and MIMO [70], non-contiguous spectrum aggregation [71], timing offset
compensation [72], and complexity analysis [73]. Moreover, burst truncation analysis for
FBMC using this scheme has been proposed in [52]. In all of the mentioned references for
FBMC, specific filter design for each scenario leads to performance improvement of the
system. In [73], the authors show that this scheme has lower complexity compared to the
conventional FBMC in terms of the number of multiplications and additions. However,
in the above works, there is no mathematical model to describe the fast convolution
method for FBMC.
As a case study, [71] provides the Table 2.4 in which the number of multiplications per
subchannel in fast convolution-based FBMC are compared with the standard structure
and CP-OFDM systems. Using split-radix FFT algorithms for convolution, it can be
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Figure 2.7: Overlap-add processing for single-carrier signals
seen that the complexity of the fast convolution-based systems is significantly lower than
the standard structure of FBMC.
2.2.2 Overlap-add processing
In this method, the input of FFT at each FFT window consists of LT1 = dLgs−12 e samples
of zeros at the beginning, La samples of the current segment, and LT2 = bLgs−12 c zero
samples at the end as shown in Fig. 2.7 [64]. With the assumption of FIR Type I filter,
we have LT1 = LT2 = Lf =
Lgs−1
2 . An L-point FFT is performed on each segment.
The filter taps in frequency domain, i.e. Gζ , are obtained by zero-padding the filter in
time domain by La − 1 samples, and performing L-point FFT. The filtered version of
the current segment, i.e. sln, is derived as in (2.2.1).
The first Lf samples of each filtered segment is added to the last Lf samples of the
previous filtered segment as shown in Fig. 2.7. Thus, the final sequence is formed as
sn =
+∞∑
l=−∞
sln−lLa . (2.2.3)
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2.2.2.1 Extension to Multicarrier Systems
Regardless of the differences between overlap-add and overlap-save methods, the exten-
sion to multicarrier scheme is the same. Thus, we do not repeat the process here.
In the literature, a type of FBMC called frequency spreading FBMC (FS-FBMC) was
introduced in [32]. This system, is in fact a special case of fast convolution with overlap-
add method, wherein La = 1 and L0 = Lgs . The mathematical model of this system
is derived in [74] and shown that the generated transmit signal is the same as the
conventional FBMC. This model is not based on the fast convolution theory. In [75] and
[4], the complexity of this system has been evaluated, and they show that this scheme
is more complex than the conventional FBMC.
In addition, using this scheme has several advantages. Single-tap equalization for FBMC
scheme generates filter distortion terms in highly dispersive channels which degrades
the performance of FBMC [16]. Using FS-FBMC makes all the frequency taps for each
subchannel available. Thus, by interpolation of the channel response and performing a
multi-tap equalization for each subchannel, the performance of the system is significantly
enhanced in this scenario [4]. Moreover, this scheme eases the compensation of the
synchronization errors such as CFO in the frequency domain [76].
2.3 Channel Estimation in FBMC
After successfully receiving the signals, the channel estimation and equalization is nec-
essary to compensate the channel distortions. Channel estimation methods in the litera-
ture can be divided into three categories: blind channel estimation, comb-based channel
estimation (scattered pilots), and preambles-based methods.
2.3.1 Blind Channel Estimation
Blind and semi-blind channel estimation schemes have been proposed in [77, 78] using
the statistical properties of the signal and interference terms. The performance of these
methods is enhanced using zero-valued pilots in [79]. Du et al. in [14] proposed a blind
channel estimation method for MIMO/FBMC systems. In this method, a precoding
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Figure 2.8: Scattered Pilot Diagram for a LTE subframe over two physical resource
block
block is added to the transmitter. Using this block, the channel coefficients are drawn
through the estimation of the covariance matrix of the signal at the output of the analysis
filter bank. The simulation results have been compared with CP-OFDM modulation.
The bit error rate performance does not have any significant advantage compared to
CP-OFDM. Furthermore, this method needs more than one hundred FBMC symbols to
converge its best performance, resulting in excessive process delay at the receiver.
2.3.2 Scattered Pilots
Pilot-based channel estimation is a popular method in the MCM systems to retrieve
information about the transmission channel. Pilots are placed at specific time and
frequency intervals as in Fig. 2.8. By interpolation through the rest of frequency points,
the channel information over a slot of symbols is obtained. Prior to introducing methods
in this section, the basic approach of channel estimation in FBMC systems using pilots
is briefly reviewed.
Assuming a pilot symbol q at time-frequency position (m0, n0), and using (2.1.15), the
received signal can be written as [27]
ym0,n0 = hm0,n0(qm0,n0 + um0,n0︸ ︷︷ ︸
y′m0,n0
) + ηm0,n0 , (2.3.1)
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and naming y′m0,n0 as pseudo-pilot [80], an approximation of the channel in this position
can be obtained.
hm0,n0 ≈ ym0,n0/y′m0,n0 (2.3.2)
From the above equations, one can find that not only the amount of pilot should be
known to the receiver, but also it should have an approximation of intrinsic interference
in that position. That is, at least the first-order neighboring symbols should be known to
the receiver as well. According to Table 2.2, we can define the coefficients of interference
on the first-order surrounding symbols in a general form as in Table 2.5.
Table 2.5: Weights of interference on the first-order neighbors
n0 − 1 n0 n0 + 1
m0 − 1 +δ (−1)m0β +δ
m0 −(−1)m0γ 1 (−1)m0γ
m0 + 1 −δ (−1)m0β −δ
2.3.2.1 SISO Transmission
The methods proposed for comb-based channel estimation are mostly based on precoding
techniques at the transmitter side to mitigate the intrinsic interference on the pilots.
The precoding method for FBMC in [28] uses a pseudo-pilot next to the real pilots to
estimate and cancel intrinsic interference at the receiver side. This technique suffers
from increased pilots power where the unit power real pilots are accompanied with an
imaginary. As a result, the total power of the transmit pilots exceed the unit power and
this leads to increasing the PAPR of the system. The proposed methods in [29, 31, 81, 82]
dealt with the power overhead problem by increasing complexity at the receiver side using
iterative methods or manipulating data around the pilots. The techniques in [30, 83] use
precoded repetitive data patterns around the pilot to cancel the intrinsic interference
on it. The method in [84] relies on the repeated adjacent pilots at the transmitter and
derivatives of the received analog signal at the receiver side which is not suitable for
practical approaches.
2.3.2.2 MIMO Transmission
The first methods for channel estimation using scattered pilots for MIMO case were
proposed in [85] and [27] based on DVB-T standard system. Fig. 2.9 shows the proposed
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Figure 2.9: Scattered pilots proposed for DVB-T standard on transmit stream 1 (a)
and transmit stream 2 (b)
scheme in which two adjacent pilots are used for a two-by-two antenna scenario. First-
order neighbors are set to zero so that they have no intrinsic interference on the pilots.
On each pilot’s time and frequency position on the 1st receive antenna the received signal
can be written as
y(0)m,n = h
0,0
m,n(q1 + jβq2) + h
0,1
m,n(q
′
1 + jβq
′
2)
y
(0)
m+1,n = h
0,0
m,n(q2 − jβq1) + h0,1m,n(q′2 − jβq′1).
(2.3.3)
According to the prototype filter, β can be extracted from Table 2.5. By choosing two
orthogonal sequences [q1, q2] = [1, 0] and [q
′
1, q
′
2] = [0,−1], we can calculate h0,0m,n and
h0,1m,n from a linear equation system as follows
y(0)m,n = h
0,0
m,n − jβh0,1m,n
y
(0)
m+1,n = h
0,0
m,n(−jβ) + h0,1m,n(−1).
(2.3.4)
Similarly, we can procure h1,0m,n and h
1,1
m,n from the equations on the second receive an-
tenna.
The simulations for SISO and MIMO systems has been conducted. BER results show a
1.5 dB gap between the proposed method and ideal channel estimation performance in
SISO case. The gap is about 2 dB in MIMO scenario which is acceptable compared to
CP-OFDM [85].
As another approach, Bader and Shaat extended two ideas from SISO to develop a
MIMO system compatible with WiMAX networks [86]. The first idea is described in
[87] and [46], in which an auxiliary pilot (also named as ’help pilots’) is placed adjacent
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Figure 2.10: Preamble structures for (a) POP (b) IAM-R, (c) IAM-I, (d) IAM-C for
SISO systems
to the main pilot. The amount of this auxiliary pilot is calculated such that it cancels
the whole interference on the main pilot.
The second idea was initially developed in [80] for preamble based channel estimation.
Having a pilot symbol on position (m0, n0), the neighbors (m0, n0 ± 1) are set to zero,
while (m0±1, n0) and (m0, n0) symbols take the value of ±1 alternatively. This method
renders the magnitude of the pilots to be maximized after being contaminated with
intrinsic interference, leading to reduced noise effect in channel estimation. This method
is not efficient since four time-frequency positions are wasted per each pilot.
The results show the combinations of auxiliary pilots and minimum mean square error
(MMSE) detection has about 2 dB better performance than the second approach. This
is while both methods outperform CP-OFDM [80].
2.3.3 Preamble-based Channel Estimation
In this subsection, design of preambles for FBMC systems is reviewed. First, we start
with SISO case, then explain the techniques for MIMO schemes.
2.3.3.1 SISO Transmission
Two methods called pair of pilots (POP) and interference approximation method (IAM)
were first introduced by Le´le´ et al. in [80] for preamble-based channel estimation in SISO
systems. These preambles are illustrated in Fig. 2.10.
POP method uses pilots qm,0 and qm,1 on two consecutive time instants n = 0, 1. As
shown in Fig. 2.10a, if qm,0 = (−1)m and qm,1 = 0, the channel coefficients on the time
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instant n = 0 is calculated as
hm,0 = j
={y∗m,0ym,1}
(−1)m+1y∗m,1
. (2.3.5)
In the IAM method, (2.3.2) suggests the more the power of y′m0,n0 , the better estimation
will be. Accordingly, they introduced the preamble named as IAM-R in the literature.
Based on this preamble, IAM-I and IAM-C were introduced later to enhance the received
pilot power. Fig. 2.10 shows these three preambles.
IAM-R In this preamble, as in Fig. 2.10b, the first and the third symbols qm,0 and
qm,2 are placed as nulls to avoid the intrinsic interference from data section and the
previous frame. The intrinsic interference part of each pseudo-pilot at (m, 1) only comes
from the symbols at (m± 1, 1) positions. Under the condition qm+1,1 = −qm−1,1 for all
m, the maximum magnitude of pseudo-pilots |qm,1+j2βqm+1,1| = q
√
1 + 4β2 is obtained
[88]. The parameter β is the interference factor along the frequency axis. According to
Table 2.2 , it is 0.239 for PHYDYAS filter.
IAM-I This preamble, shown in Fig. 2.10c, was introduced in [89] and inserts complex
pilots at some position so that pseudo-pilots with larger magnitude can be achieved.
Parameters q0 and q1 are randomly chosen from {±1}. Under the condition qm,1um,1 > 0,
the pseudo-pilot would be imaginary and its magnitude is |qm,1 + um,1|, otherwise it is
complex with magnitude q|(1 + β) + jβ| [88].
IAM-C In IAM-I, only one-third of pseudo-pilots are imaginary, while the rests are
complex. With IAM-C proposed in [90], all the pseudo pilots are real or imaginary with
magnitude of |qm,1 + um,1|. This preamble is shown in Fig. 2.10d.
There are also other preambles which have been designed aiming to intrinsic interference
avoidance by self-cancellation. Straightforwardly, [91] suggests nullifying the surround-
ing points of the pilots in the preamble to avoid intrinsic interference. The rest of works
in this category use a preamble like POP in Fig. 2.10a.
Time domain channel estimation using preambles has also been proposed in [92] which
uses linear minimum mean square error (LMMSE) and weighted least squares error
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Figure 2.11: IAM-C pramble for 2x2 MIMO systems
(WLSE) estimators for channel estimation. This work also provides performance bounds
for evaluation of the estimator performance.
2.3.3.2 MIMO Transmission
Kofidis and Katselis in [88], extended the IAM family to MIMO systems. Fig. 2.11 shows
an IAM-C preamble for a 2-by-2 transmission system. Based on a method provided for
MIMO-OFDM in [93], the preamble on the first stream is similar to SISO case but with
a repetition of the non-zero symbol. The preamble in the second stream is the same but
the second pilot symbol is of different sign of the others. There should be three extra
zero symbols to avoid intrinsic interference along the time axis as in the SISO case. In
general, for QT transmit antennas, 2QT + 1 symbols should be allocated to preamble.
To obtain the channel information over a frame duration on each received stream, the
equation set of the system on subcarrier m is given by
y(0)m,n0 y(0)m,n1
y
(1)
m,n0 y
(1)
m,n1
 =
h0,0m,n0 h0,1m,n0
h1,0m,n0 h
1,1
m,n0
y′(0)m,n0 y′(0)m,n1
y
′(1)
m,n0 y
′(1)
m,n1
+
η(0)m,n0 η(0)m,n1
η
(1)
m,n0 η
(1)
m,n1
 . (2.3.6)
According to Fig. 2.11, we can see y
′(0)
m,n0 = y
′(0)
m,n1 = y
′(1)
m,n0 = −y′(1)m,n1 = y′m. In (2.3.6), we
have assumed that there is no significant variations in the channel between time slots
n0 and n1. Hence, we can drop the time subscript and express (2.3.6) as
Ym = Hmy
′
m
1 1
1 −1
+ ηm = Hmy′mA2 + ηm, (2.3.7)
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where A2 = A
−1
2 is an orthogonal matrix. Hence, the channel coefficients can be ob-
tained as
Hˆm = Ym
1
y′m
A2 = Hm + ηm
1
y′m
A2. (2.3.8)
The simulations have been carried out for IAM-R, IAM-I, and IAM-C in vehicular chan-
nels. As expected, IAM-C has better mean square error (MSE) performance compared
to the others [88]. The MSE in all the methods gradually reaches a floor at high SNRs.
This is because the approximation in (2.1.14) is not valid for highly selective channels
and the resulting errors become dominant.
IAM approach suffers from significant pilot overhead as 2QT + 1 symbols are needed for
a preamble, which reduces the spectral efficiency. Furthermore, the periodic nature of
the pilots in these preambles results in high PAPR at the output of the SFB.
Another preamble-based method for larger number of antennas using time domain chan-
nel estimation has been proposed in [94].
2.4 MIMO Equalization and Data Detection
After successful estimation of channel coefficients, they are used to separate the linearly
combined demodulated complex symbols at each receiver stream. In this section, the
equalization methods based on Zero Forcing (ZF), MMSE and Maximum Likelihood
(ML) are reviewed.
According to (2.1.25), the signal model of the received symbols on each stream can be
written as
Ym,n = Hm,nCm,n + ηm,n. (2.4.1)
The received symbols a
(p)
m,n+u
(p)
m,n in C should be detected from the above system. Then,
by taking real value of them, we can retrieve the transmitted a
(p)
m,n symbols.
2.4.1 ZF Equalization
We would like to find a weight matrix W so that
Cm,n = Wm,nYm,n. (2.4.2)
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Figure 2.12: Iterative IOTA-SDM-IC1 receiver in a 2-by-2 MIMO system
In ZF equalization, the weight matrix is simply calculated by the Moore-Penrose pseudo-
inverse of the channel matrix Hm,n expressed as [95]
WZFm,n = (H
H
m,nHm,n)
−1HHm,n. (2.4.3)
Since this method ignores the noise term, there might be a performance degradation due
to noise enhancement [96].
2.4.2 MMSE Equalization
With the MSE criterion, the problem on noise enhancement in (2.4.3) can be mitigated.
To do so, it is changed as [95]
WMMSEm,n = (H
H
m,nHm,n + ρIP )
−1HHm,n, (2.4.4)
where ρ = σ2η/σ
2
ν is noise-to-signal power ratio and IQT is a QT ×QT identity matrix.
2.4.3 Iterative MMSE Equalization
To improve the performance of the MMSE equalizers, El Tabach et al. provided two
iterative equalizers in [43].
These methods, called IOTA-based spatial data multiplexing with interference cancel-
lation (IOTA-SDM-IC) as shown in Fig. 2.12, the received symbols are estimated by a
process like MMSE in the first iteration. In the second iteration, the reconstructed bits
are modulated again via FBMC/IOTA modulator to obtain an estimation of intrinsic
interference iteratively.
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Ikhlef and Louveaux in [97] introduced successive interference cancellation (SIC) method.
It employs a sequential way to recover the symbols coming from different receive streams.
2.4.4 ML-Based Equalizers
Other than ZF and MMSE, ML algorithm has also been used for OFDM systems. It is
shown in [98] that for MIMO-OFDM with spatial multiplexing, a diversity order equal
to the number of receive antennas can be obtained by ML detection. Employing this
method for FBMC has been an issue as the received symbols are accompanied with
intrinsic interference [99], since u
(p)
m,n takes a large set of discrete values. As a result,
ML equalizer will not apply to symbol detection. The amount of intrinsic interference
should be estimated before ML technique.
Zakaria and Le Ruyet employed the MMSE technique to estimate the intrinsic interfer-
ence in [99] and [34]. It has been shown that the probability of the erroneous detection
with ML depends on the intrinsic interference term. That is, if the interference terms can
be estimated via MMSE technique, the error rate in ML detection is reduced. Hence,
the proposed method is a combination of ML and MMSE. An evaluation of intrinsic
interference can be obtained to perform ML detection on the received interference-free
signal.
As another approach in [100] and [63] a further FFT and IFFT stage is added to the
conventional FBMC scheme and does the real symbol filtering in frequency domain
with multiplication instead of convolution in time domain. Then, it can avoid intrin-
sic interference by adding CP to the multicarrier symbols. At the receiver side, the
interference-free signal can be detected by an ML detector.
2.4.5 Multitap Equalization
In multicarrier systems, the subcarrier spacing is sufficiently small so that the channel
frequency response within each subchannel can be regarded flat. Hence, we can perform
one-tap equalization for each subcarrier. Compared to OFDM, increasing subcarrier
spacing in FBMC at the cost of multitap equalization has two advantages. Firstly reduc-
ing PAPR, and secondly robustness enhancement to fast-fading channels and CFO[96].
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In addition to channel equalization task, mitigating the effect of timing offset is another
advantage of multitap equalization [101].
Based on the above premise, two multitap equalizers were designed in [33] and it was
shown that using this type of equalizers, FBMC can surpass OFDM in highly selective
channel. In another work in [4], the structure of FBMC in frequency domain was ex-
ploited to perform multitap equalization for each subchannel. The results show that
using this scheme, the performance of FBMC is significantly improved and gets closed
to that of OFDM.
For the MIMO scenario, Ilahainen et al. in [96] proposed a linear L-tap equalizer. The
results show although the BER performances for 1-tap and 3-tap equalization for flat
fading Veh-A channel are almost the same, in highly dispersive Veh-B channel, 3-tap
equalization has significantly better performance than 1-tap equalization.
2.4.6 FBMC and Massive MIMO
A discussion on combination of FBMC with massive MIMO systems to increase the
capacity of the system was provided by [102]. It is shown that using the so-called self-
equalization property in FBMC, complexity of the system and sensitivity to synchroniza-
tion errors can be reduced. Performance Analysis of Linear Receivers for Uplink Massive
MIMO FBMC-OQAM Systems has been provided in [18], wherein the self-equalization
property mentioned in [102] is deeply examined and proved. Prototype filter design for
FBMC in massive MIMO channels is provided in [103]. The target is reducing the cor-
relation of the MIMO channels which is examined through SINR enhancement. Some
other selected works in this regard are performance analysis of FBMC-PAM in massive
MIMO in [104] and comparison of performance of OFDM and FBMC in the presence of
Doppler spread in [105].
2.5 Complex Symbol Transmission using FBMC/QAM
So far, we have seen that the big issues in FBMC are the channel estimation process
in both SISO and MIMO transmission, and incompatibility with MIMO applications
due to intrinsic interference. To tackle those problems, while retaining the benefits
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Table 2.6: FBMC/QAM structures
(a) VQAM Scheme
n− 1 n n+ 1 n+ 2 n+ 3
m− 1 0 cm−1,n 0 cm−1,n+2 0
m 0 cm,n 0 cm,n+2 0
m+ 1 0 cm+1,n 0 cm+1,n+2 0
m+ 2 0 cm+2,n 0 cm+2,n+2 0
(b) HQAM Scheme
n− 1 n n+ 1 n+ 2 n+ 3
m− 1 0 0 0 0 0
m cm,n−1 cm,n cm,n+1 cm,n+2 cm,n+3
m+ 1 0 0 0 0 0
m+ 2 cm+2,n−1 cm+2,n cm+2,n+1 cm+2,n+2 cm+2,n+3
of FBMC, transmitting QAM symbols using FBMC scheme was first proposed in [106].
Using this scheme, the overlapping between the symbols in frequency domain is reduced,
while the symbol rate remains the same as FBMC/OQAM. Then, this scheme is applied
to ML detection in MIMO scenario. Two types of this system were suggested in [106]
called vertical QAM (VQAM) and horizontal QAM (HQAM). These schemes has been
illustrated in Table 2.6, where cm,n are QAM symbols. In VQAM scenario, all subcarriers
are used for transmission where the symbol duration is 2τ0 = T0. In HQAM, only odd
or even subcarriers are used for transmission where the symbol duration is τ0.
A comparison between the power of intrinsic interference of the two schemes for PHY-
DYAS and IOTA filters shows that HQAM outperforms VQAM scheme. The calculated
power of intrinsic interference in both scenarios are tabulated in Table 2.7.
Table 2.7: Intrinsic Interference Power in FBMC/QAM
VQAM HQAM
IOTA -22 dB -22 dB
PHYDYAS -12 dB -20.5 dB
The interference analysis shows that FBMC/QAM is not an orthogonal system. To
improve the orthogonality, i.e. mitigate the power of intrinsic interference, [36, 107]
suggested using two prototype filters one for odd subcarriers and one for even subcar-
riers. The first or base prototype filter can be a typical FBMC filter like PHYDYAS.
If we denote the base prototype filter g[k] with the length PM for even subcarriers as
geven = {g0; g1; . . . ; g2P−1} ∈ RPM×1, where gp ∈ RM/2×1, the secondary filter for odd
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subcarriers would be
godd = {g2P−1; g2P−2; . . . ; g1; g0}. (2.5.1)
Apparently, the secondary filter has discontinuities at every M/2 samples. As a result,
the OoBR performance of this filter is even worse than the rectangular window in OFDM.
Thus, a basic concept of FBMC has been sacrificed.
The secondary filter type was enhanced in [37] and [108]. It proposes a window optimiza-
tion process to maintain orthogonality and OoBR. The performance shows significant
improvement in OoBR, but due to poor orthogonality condition, transmission with mod-
ulation orders higher than 16-QAM is not possible.
There is also another approach which uses a unique optimized prototype filter for the
VQAM scenario [109]. The performance shows orthogonality improvements compared
to the PHYDYAS filter. This scheme, i.e., using a single filter for all subcarriers has also
been named as filter bank based OFDM (FB-OFDM) in [39]. Nevertheless, the filter
design of this type is quite critical to achieve an acceptable level of orthogonality, while
the filter keeps its Nyquist property in time domain.
The rest of works on FBMC/QAM are the evaluation of channel and RF impairments
in [110] and design of equalizer schemes for interference mitigation in [111–114] and
filterbank multicarrier-QAM for MIMO systems in [114, 115]. A comparative study of
this system for machine type communications has also been provided in [116].
2.6 Summary
In this chapter, a variety of research areas on filter bank multicarrier systems were
reviewed. First of all, the structure of FBMC systems and alternative schemes were
introduced. The referenced works in this topic will be the foundation for our contribution
in Chapter 3, in which the effect of circular distortion in fast convolution schemes and
its potentials are investigated. Secondly, channel estimation problems in FBMC systems
were reviewed. We have seen the intrinsic interference in FBMC/OQAM systems causes
problems in the channel estimation process of these systems. Accordingly, we will go
through the problem in Chapter 4 and propose methods to alleviate the problems of
the existing methods and improve the performance of the system in MIMO scenarios.
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Finally, we introduced the systems based on which, QAM symbols using FBMC systems
are transmitted. As FBMC/QAM is typically categorized as a non-orthogonal system,
and the orthogonality depends on the type of exploited filters. As a result, in Chapter
5, we propose a novel filter to enhance the orthogonality problem of FBMC/QAM.
Appendix: Channel Models and Simulation Structures
In this section the channel models used in the next chapters simulations are introduced
in the following tables.
Table 2.8: Extended Pedestrian A (EPA) Delay Profile
Excess tap delay (ns) 0 30 70 90 110 190 410
Relative power (dB) 0.0 -1.0 -2.0 -3.0 -8.0 -17.2 -20.8
Table 2.9: Extended Vehicular A (EVA) Delay Profile
Excess tap delay (ns) 0 30 150 310 370 710 1090 1730 2510
Relative power (dB) 0.0 -1.5 -1.4 -3.6 -0.6 -9.1 -7.0 -12.0 -16.9
Table 2.10: Extended Typical Urban (ETU) Delay Profile
Excess tap delay (ns) 0 50 120 200 230 500 1600 2300 5000
Relative power (dB) -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -3.0 -5.0 -7.0
The simulation results in the rest of chapters are uncoded, as the focus is on the structure
of modulation and the performance comparison of the proposed modulation schemes with
the state of the art.

Chapter 3
Efficient Implementation of
FBMC Using Circular Fast
Convolution
In this chapter, we evaluate the structure of the FBMC/OQAM systems using the fast
convolution theory. We propose a model to describe fast convolution for FBMC and
filtering in frequency domain. Based on this model we mathematically prove that the
distortion due to circular convolution property is orthogonal to the transmitted symbols
and appears as intrinsic interference. This property helps us to improve the localization
FBMC/OQAM in time domain. Moreover, we will show that using this feature along
with fast convolution significantly reduces the complexity of FBMC systems compared to
the conventional scheme. These enhancements come with the cost of degradation in out
of band emission of the system. However, this problem is solved by a simple windowing
process at the edges of the filtered blocks. Another advantage of convolution in frequency
domain is that it eases the multitap equalization for FBMC which is necessary for this
system in highly selective channels. In the second part of this chapter, we propose a
power efficient channel estimation method based on the transmultiplexer response of
CFC-FBMC and the performance bound for the scheme is derived.
39
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3.1 Fast Convolution Representation of FBMC
Frequency domain filtering uses the principle of multiplication in the frequency domain
corresponding to convolution in the time domain. In real-time applications such as
communication systems, the long sequences are segmented into smaller blocks. Assuming
a single carrier signal a[k] is segmented to smaller blocks with the length of La. the length
of the FFT windows should be L = La +Lp− 1, where Lp is the filter length. With the
overlap-add processing introduced in Sec. 2.2.2, the segments are zero-padded to reach
the size L. The signals aˆl[k] are the filtered versions of the zero-padded segments. In
order to form the final signal aˆ[k], the segment aˆl[k] is overlapped with and added to its
adjacent segments, i.e., aˆ[k] =
∑
aˆl[k − lLa].
In order to represent FBMC with fast convolution scheme, it would be better to start
with frequency-domain representation of the set of SFB and AFB filters. It is assumed
that the employed prototype filter g[k] has a frequency sampling-based design approach
as in [38, 41, 48, 49]. Using this approach, a number of FFT bins of the prototype filter,
including passband and transition bands are non-zero, while the stopband weights are
approximately zero [66]. The FFT output of g[k] over the window size LM/2 contains
L−1 real-valued non-zero taps. Using (2.1.6), we can describe the mth subchannel filter
as
gm[k] = e
j 2pi
M
mkg[k], (3.1.1)
and denoting K = L/2, the FFT of the SFB filters over the window KM can be derived
as
Gm[ζ] =
KM−1∑
k=0
g[k]ej
2pi
M
mke−j
2pi
KM
ζk
=
KM−1∑
k=0
g[k]e−j
2pi
KM
(ζ−mK)k.
(3.1.2)
Recalling P as the overlapping factor of the prototype filter, the parameter K should
be chosen so that K = P or to be an integer multiple of P to cover Lg. It is clear that
the frequency response of the mth SFB filter is the circularly shifted version of G0[ζ]
by mK taps, i.e. Gm[ζ] = G0[ζ −mK]KM . Fig. 3.1 shows the frequency response of
the SFB filters with L − 1 non-zero taps as well as the L-sized subchannels where the
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Figure 3.1: FBMC systems using fast convolution scheme with L = 8. Filtering per
subchannel is performed in frequency domain and the final transmit signal is formed
using the overlap-add method.
distance between two adjacent subchannels is K. Accordingly, the combination of the
M subchannels with L taps form an IFFT window with the length KM .
In order to perform overlap-add processing, the signal am,n is segmented along symbol
index axis as alm,n = am,lLa+n where n = 0, 1, . . . , La − 1. The transformed version of
the zero-padded lth segment of alm,n, becomes
Alm,ζ =
L−1∑
n=0
alm,ne
−j 2pi
L
nζ . (3.1.3)
Fig. 3.1a illustrates the FFT windows on each subchannel. The outputs of the FFT
windows are multiplied to the corresponding filter taps and then added to the IFFT
window to perform a M -channel long IFFT operation. The long IFFT operation forms
the lth segment of the transmit signal which is written as
sl[k] =
KM−1∑
ζ=0
M−1∑
m=0
Alm,[ζ−(m−1)K]KMGm[ζ]e
j 2pi
KM
ζk. (3.1.4)
Eventually, the final transmit signal is the overlapped addition of the segments as
s[k] =
+∞∑
l=−∞
sl[k − lLaM/2]. (3.1.5)
The structure of the receiver is depicted in Fig. 3.1b, wherein the long IFFT operation
is replaced by FFT and short FFTs by IFFTs. The received signal is decomposed to
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overlapped segments of size KM as
rl[k] = r[lMLa/2 + k], k ∈ [0,MK − 1]. (3.1.6)
The short IFFT inputs for each subchannel is extracted as
Aˆlm,ζ = G
∗
m[ζ]
KM−1∑
k=0
rl[k]e
−j 2pi
KM
ζk, (3.1.7)
which is non-zero at ζ ∈ [mK − K,mK + K − 1]. The short IFFT operation on the
non-zero window results in
aˆlm,n =
L−1∑
ζ=0
Aˆlm,[ζ+(m−1)K]KM e
j 2pi
L
nζ . (3.1.8)
Regardless of the corresponding bins which carry zero in alm,n, the signal aˆm,n can be
reconstructed at the receiver by concatenating the received segments. Consequently,
the transmitted complex symbols can be recovered through the OQAM post-processing
block.
In the frequency spreading FBMC scheme developed in [4, 32, 74], the system with L = 8
and La = 1, performs overlap-add processing to generate the FBMC waveform.
3.2 Circular Fast Convolution Based FBMC Scheme (CFC-
FBMC)
So far, we have introduced the conventional convolution methods to generate FBMC
signal. Generally in FBMC systems, localization of frequency leads to not-so-good time
localization [52]. That is, the length of the impulse response of the prototype filter
typically exceeds the symbol duration. As a result, modulation of a block of symbols in
FBMC incurs relatively long tails on both sides of the block. Assuming N QAM symbols
to be transmitted, the number of generated samples is M(N+P−1/2), where the M(P−
1/2) overhead samples degrade the spectral efficiency of the system. Tail truncation can
compensate the loss in spectral efficiency. However, it distorts the symbols at the edges
of the block and is not able to solve the problem completely.
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Figure 3.2: Energy distribution of correlation of PHYDYAS transmit and receive
filter for P=2,4,6 in time domain
In this section, the potential effect of circular convolution over each subchannel in fre-
quency domain processing of FBMC is considered to address the problem as mentioned
above. It is assumed that the transmission channel is ideal, i.e. no AWGN and multipath
effect. Non-ideal channels are addressed in Sec. 3.3.
As previously mentioned, the OQAM symbols am,n in (2.1.3) comprise staggered real
and imaginary part of the QAM symbols, which allow the system to exploit localized
filters in time and frequency. The duration of OQAM symbols is τ0 = T0/2 = MTs/2,
where T0 and Ts are QAM symbol duration and sampling interval respectively.
To obtain orthogonality in the real field, the correlation of the transmit and receive
filters must be zero in time at the multiples of 2τ0 [25]. Let us define the continuous-
time correlation of the transmit and receive filters as p(t) = g(t)~g(−t). Fig. 3.2 shows
the energy distribution of p(t) for PHYDYAS filter in time domain for three values of
P . The well-localized filters in time domain, contain zeros at t = ±2τ0,±4τ0, · · · . p[n]
is defined as the sampled version of p(t) in Fig. 3.2 at t = nτ0, where its length is Lp.
Theorem 3.1. It is assumed that the OQAM signal am,n is segmented to L-sized por-
tions as alm,n = am,lL+n where n = 0, 1, . . . , L−1 and L is even. The circular convolution
operation between alm,n and p[n] over a L-sized window results in a filtered signal where
its circular distortion is in quadrature with the desired signal alm,n.
Proof. We start with the subchannel filtering process of the signal <{am,n} = aRm,n over
the lth segment. For simplicity, the subchannel index m is dropped and aRm,n is shown
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Figure 3.3: 2nτ0 circularly shifting of p(t) guarantees orthogonality in real field
as aR[n] because of the same calculations for all of the subchannels. The signal aR[n]
with zeros at its odd indexes and over a window of length L can be written as
aR[n] =
L−1∑
η=0
aR[η]δ[n− η] =
L/2−1∑
η=0
aR[2η]δ[n− 2η]. (3.2.1)
On the other hand, as shown in Fig. 3.3, the circularly shifted version of p[n] over the
window L has the following properties
p[n− η]L =

1 n− η = 0
0 n− η = 2n¯, n¯ 6= 0.
(3.2.2)
Then, the circular filtering of aR[n] is
aˆR[n] =
L−1∑
η=0
aR[η]p[n− η]L =
L/2−1∑
η=0
aR[2η]p[n− 2η]L. (3.2.3)
From (3.2.2) and (3.2.3), it is clear that aˆR[n] = aR[n] for n = 0, 2, . . . , L − 2. Hence,
(3.2.3) can be written as
aˆR[n] =
L/2−1∑
η=0
aR[2η]δ[n− 2η] + uRc [2η + 1]δ[n− (2η + 1)], (3.2.4)
where uRc [n] contains the circular distortion of the convolution, which is orthogonal to
aR[n] and accompanies the signal ={am,n} = aIm,n as a part of intrinsic interference
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at the receiver. That is, although circular convolution is performed over the window
La = L, near perfect reconstruction (NPR) can be achieved at the receiver.
Same happens when aIm,n, with data on odd indexes, is circularly convolved with p[n].
Regardless of the subchannel index, aI [n] can be written as
aI [n] =
L/2−1∑
η=0
aI [2η + 1]δ[n− (2η + 1)]. (3.2.5)
Then, circular filtering of aI [n] yields
aˆI [n] =
L/2−1∑
η=0
aI [2η + 1]p[n− (2η + 1)]L
=
L/2−1∑
η=0
aI [2η + 1]δ[n− (2η + 1)] + uIc [2η]δ[n− 2η]
(3.2.6)
where uIc [n] is an orthogonal signal to a
I [n] and accompanies the signal aRm,n as a part
of intrinsic interference.
According to (2.1.3), it is clear that aR[n] is a pure real signal, while aI [n] is pure
imaginary. Consequently, the addition of the signals, aˆ[n] = aˆR[n] + aˆI [n] results in a
filtered signal wherein the transmitted real symbols can be easily recovered.
The idea is extended to multiple subchannels to generate FBMC signal in frequency
domain as in Fig. 3.1. The convolution on each subchannel is performed by L-sized
FFT and IFFT operations, while the OQAM symbols am,n are segmented with the size
L = La, i.e. am,lL+n, without any concern about the circular distortion.
In order to reach the maximum spectral efficiency, the number of QAM symbols in a
block should be chosen so that N = N ′L/2, where N ′ is an arbitrary integer number.
Hence, N ′L generated OQAM symbols can utilize all the capacity of the segments, and
no extra tail is generated. Proper choice of the prototype filter and the window length L,
provides flexibility to cover a wide range of N with the highest spectral efficiency. The
limiting condition for choosing L is L ≥ Lp which means that the subchannel window
must cover the length of p[n]. Moreover, it must be even, as the length of am,n in time
is 2N . Then, the lth segment of transmit multicarrier signal sl[k] is generated using
(3.1.4) and (3.1.5).
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CP Insertion and Windowing As the circular convolution forces a rectangular win-
dow to the segments [47], sharp edges of the transmit signal segments and discontinuity
between them causes degradation of OoBR. On the other hand, inter-segment interfer-
ence in multipath channels degrades the performance of the system. The mentioned
problems necessitate CP insertion between segments as well as windowing.
The segments sl[k] can be treated as long symbols with the sampling rate Fs = MF0,
where F0 is the subchannel spacing. Accordingly, a CP can be added to the segments
to increase their robustness against multipath channels.
In order to improve the OoBR performance, the edges can be smoothed through a
simple windowing process. To do so, a window using Hamming coefficients w[k] =
0.54− 0.46cos(pik/(Lw − 1)) is defined so that
w¯[k] =

w[k + LCP + Lw] −(LCP+Lw)≤k≤−LCP−1
1 −LCP≤k≤KM−1
w[−k +KM + Lw − 1] KM≤k≤KM+Lw−1,
(3.2.7)
where LCP and Lw are the CP length and the window length respectively. Hence,
the lth windowed and CP-added segment is represented as s¯l[k] = sl[k]MKw¯[k] where
k ∈ [−(LCP + Lw),MK + Lw − 1]. The windowed parts of the adjacent segments can
overlap. Thus, the final transmit signal is obtained by concatenating the segments as
s[k] =
N ′−1∑
l=0
s¯l[k − l(MK + LCP )]. (3.2.8)
More discussions on the spectral efficiency analysis and OoBR will be provided later in
this section.
Demodulation The receiver processing, assuming perfect synchronization, starts with
segmentation of the received signal and CP removal as
rl[k] = r[l(MK + LCP ) + k], k ∈ [0,MK − 1]. (3.2.9)
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After long FFT operation and matched filtering, the output of the short IFFT operations
on the lth segment and the mth subchannel carry the following information,
aˆlm,n = a
l
m,n + u
c
m,n, (3.2.10)
where ucm,n contains different information compared to um,n defined in (2.1.16) and is
represented as
ucm,n =
∑
(m¯,n¯) 6=(m,n)
alm¯,[n¯]L〈p〉
m,n
m¯,[n¯]L
, n, n¯ ∈ [0, L− 1]. (3.2.11)
In the rest of this chapter, the filter employed for analysis and simulations of FBMC and
CFC-FBMC is PHYDYAS with P = 4, unless stated otherwise. The length of segments
L can be 8, 12, or 16 for the filter. Choosing L = 2K = 8, and N = 16, the total number
of segments are N ′ = N/K = 4, and also yields P = K.
3.2.1 EVM Analysis
End-to-end orthogonality analysis of the transceiver in the absence of channel distortion
can show the quality of reconstruction in MCM systems. Here we employ error vector
magnitude (EVM) on each OQAM symbol in a block to show a comparison of orthogo-
nality between FBMC and CFC-FBMC. As mentioned earlier, FBMC suffers from tail
overhead, while the problem is solved using CFC-FBMC. Thus, we can see the effect
of tail truncation in the conventional FBMC as well. EVM of each OQAM symbol is
defined as
EVMn(dB) = 10log10
(∑
m |am,n − aˆm,n|2∑
m |am,n|2
)
. (3.2.12)
Fig. 3.4 represents orthogonality of the systems over a transmission block with N = 12,
i.e. the number of OQAM symbols are 2N = 24. Comparison of EVM in CFC-FBMC
and the conventional FBMC with no truncation shows that both systems achieve NPR.
However, since the duration of the matched filter is not completely fitted to the long
FFT window, orthogonality of FBMC slightly degrades. These transients are folded in
the long FFT window in CFC-FBMC.
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Figure 3.4: Orthogonality comparison of CFC-FBMC vs. conventional FBMC with
tail truncation
The results for the edge symbols in FBMC are getting worse by tail truncation with the
amount of M , 1.25M , and 1.5M samples on each side respectively. Truncation of 1.25M
samples from each side is the optimum point between recovery of spectral efficiency and
maintaining orthogonality. This is while full truncation of tails, including half of the last
OQAM symbol, destroys the last two QAM symbols of the block. As a result, the length
of the tail that should be kept in FBMC is M which reduces the spectral efficiency.
3.2.2 Spectral Efficiency Analysis
The spectral efficiency of different systems has been compared in Fig. 2.4 and Table
2.3. We have shown that the tail overhead in CFC-FBMC can be minimized to achieve
a critically-sampled signal like plain OFDM. While the parameter β is 1 due to tail
removal, α for the system becomes
α =
M
M + LCP /K
, (3.2.13)
as only one CP is inserted for each K complex symbols, which shows the larger K, the
closer  to 1.
Fig. 3.5 shows spectral efficiency comparison of CFC-FBMC, and other waveforms
such as CP-OFDM, conventional FBMC with truncated tails, and WCP/COQAM. The
length of CP is the same as normal and extended CP in LTE standard [57]. WCP/-
COQAM has the best spectral efficiency among the compared waveforms, although it
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has some drawbacks such as higher complexity and equalization in high mobility sce-
narios which will be investigated later on. CFC-FBMC outperform OFDM and FBMC
for short blocks up to 32 complex symbols. For very large blocks, truncated FBMC
gradually converges to 1.
3.2.3 Out of Band Radiation Comparison
Fig. 3.6 represent comparison of power spectral density (PSD) of OFDM, FBMC, and
CFC-FBMC with Lw = 0, 25, 50 samples. Although CFC-FBMC without windowing,
i.e., Lw = 0 still has better OoBR performance than OFDM without windowing, its
performance degrades compared to FBMC since the circular convolution leads to a
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rectangular window impact to the PSD of CFC-FBMC. By increasing Lw, the stop-band
decay becomes as sharp as FBMC. Windowing with Lw = 25 provides an acceptable
performance, to be able to reduce the guard bands for efficiently use of the spectrum.
3.3 Receiver Processing
The CFC-FBMC scheme was presented in the previous section assuming ideal transmis-
sion channel. In this section, the receiver processes in the presence of multipath channels
are analyzed.
The received signal after passing through the channel can be written as
r[k] = s[k]~ h[k, η] + ψ[k], (3.3.1)
where h[k, η] is the time-varying multipath channel and ψ[k] ∼ CN (0, σψ) is the complex
additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). After CP removal, performing the long FFT
operation over the lth segment of the received signal yields
R[ζ] = H lζ
M−1∑
m=0
Alm,[ζ−(m−1)K]KMGm[ζ] + Ψ[ζ], (3.3.2)
where H lζ is the channel frequency response which is assumed to be static over the
segment, and Ψ[ζ] is the noise term. In order to perform equalization, a high resolution
(HR) equalization over the FFT output (KM taps) is required [4], i.e., each subchannel
is equalized over its L taps prior to short IFFT operation. Performing zero-forcing (ZF)
equalization yields
RZF[ζ] =
M−1∑
m=0
Alm,[ζ−(m−1)K]MKGm[ζ] + Ψ[ζ]/H
l
ζ . (3.3.3)
Then, the symbols on the subchannel Aˆm,ζ can be extracted using (3.1.7), (3.1.8) and
OQAM post-processing.
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In case of moderate channel dispersions, the channel H lζ is approximately uniform over
each subchannel taps. Therefore, (3.3.2) can be reformed as
R[ζ] =
M−1∑
m=0
H lmA
l
m,[ζ−(m−1)K]MKGm[ζ] + Ψ[ζ], (3.3.4)
where H lm is the channel response over the mth subchannel. Extracting the mth sub-
channel, filtering, and performing short IFFT yields
aˆm,n = H
l
m(am,n + u
c
m,n) + ψ¯m,n. (3.3.5)
Thus, the equalization can be performed as a low resolution (LR) approach where the
channel information over M frequency taps are required. The LR equalization is simpler
than HR as it can be applied upon channel estimation process, but it is not optimal
in highly dispersive channels. In HR equalization, the receiver has to perform two
iterations, first extracting the pilots, channel estimation and interpolation over KM
taps in the post-IFFT stage, then moving backward to perform the equalization in the
pre-IFFT stage.
The noise term ψ¯m,n in (3.3.5) is calculated as
ψ¯m,n =
L−1∑
ζ=0
G∗m[ζ + (m− 1)K]Ψ[ζ + (m− 1)K]ej
2pi
L
nζ , (3.3.6)
which is filtered on each subchannel. It is easy to show that ψ¯m,n follows normal distri-
bution where its mean and variance are 0 and σψ respectively, and the noise correlation
between time-frequency points is 〈p〉m,nm¯,[n¯]L [92].
3.3.1 Pilot-based Channel Estimation for CFC-FBMC
Exploitation of pilots in CFC-FBMC is not straightforward, similar to FBMC systems.
As shown earlier, the pilots are contaminated with intrinsic interference coming from the
adjacent subchannels and symbols. Therefore, without knowing the interference value,
it is impossible to obtain channel information on that point. In this section, a precoding
scheme is proposed to reconstruct the defined pilots with the unit power at the receiver
side, while the transmit pilot power does not exceed the unit.
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The proposed precoding method is designed for CFC-FBMC and considers circularly
convolved signals in the precoding process, but with slight modifications, it can be
applied to FBMC systems as well.
First of all, a set of neighboring points which contribute to intrinsic interference on an
arbitrary point (m0, n0) is defined as
Ωm0,n0 =
{
(m,n)
∣∣m0 − 1 ≤ m ≤ m0 + 1, n0 − P + 1 ≤ n ≤ n0 + P − 1}
Ω∗m0,n0 = Ωm0,n0 −
{
(m0, n0)
}
.
(3.3.7)
In CFC-FBMC, due to the circular convolution in each segment, time index n is limited
to n ∈ [0, L−1]. Therefore. the symbol index interval in (3.3.7) is wrapped to [0, L−1].
The coefficients 〈p〉m0,n0m,[n]L over the set Ωm0,n0 are TMUX response of the system. The
value of the TMUX response out of the set Ω∗m0,n0 is approximately zero.
A complex pilot qm0,n0 in OFDM system is equivalent to two adjacent real pilots in
OQAM modulation, i.e. (qRm0,n0 , q
I
m0,n0+1
). The intrinsic interference on the transmitted
pilots, according to (3.2.12) can be written as
uRm0,n0 =
∑
(m,n)∈Ω∗m0,n0
am,[n]L〈p〉m0,n0m,[n]L = u¯
R
m0,n0 + q
I
m0,n0+1〈p〉m0,n0m0,n0+1
uIm0,n0+1 =
∑
(m,n)∈Ω∗m0,n0+1
am,[n]L〈p〉m0,n0+1m,[n]L = u¯
I
m0,n0+1 + q
R
m0,n0〈p〉m0,n0+1m0,n0 .
(3.3.8)
Hence, the combination of the received pilots yields
qˆm0,n0 = (q
R
m0,n0 + u
R
m0,n0) + (q
I
m0,n0+1 + u
I
m0,n0+1), (3.3.9)
which is obviously not equal to qm0,n0 . q
R
m0,n0 and u
I
m0,n0+1
are both purely real-valued,
while uRm0,n0 and q
I
m0,n0+1
are imaginary. In order to have qˆm0,n0 = qm0,n0 , it is possible
to transmit q˜R and q˜I so that
q˜Rm0,n0 + u˜
I
m0,n0+1 = q
R
m0,n0
q˜Im0,n0+1 + u˜
R
m0,n0 = q
I
m0,n0+1.
(3.3.10)
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u˜Im0,n0+1 and u˜
R
m0,n0 can be derived using (3.3.8). Thus, the amount of q˜
R
m0,n0 and
q˜Im0,n0+1 is calculated as
q˜Rm0,n0 =
qRm0,n0 − u¯Im0,n0+1
1 + 〈p〉m0,n0+1m0,n0
q˜Im0,n0+1 =
qIm0,n0+1 − u¯Rm0,n0
1 + 〈p〉m0,n0m0,n0+1
.
(3.3.11)
As a result, by transmitting q˜R and q˜I and assuming that the channel is constant over
the set Ωm0,n0 , the received samples at the two points can be combined as
qˆm0,n0 = Hm0,n0 (q
R
m0,n0 + q
I
m0,n0+1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
qm0,n0
+ψ¯m0,n0 , (3.3.12)
where qm0,n0 is known to the receiver and the channel information at the point (m0, n0)
is obtained. The channel information over the rest of subchannels can be derived via
interpolation. In this work, upsampling and low-pass filtering method for interpolation
has been exploited. For HR Equalization, two-step interpolation is required to obtain
the high-resolution channel information.
The performance of the channel estimator can be evaluated using the Crame´r-Rao lower
bound (CRLB) benchmark. The proposed precoding decorrelates the pilots from their
adjacent time-frequency points. Thus, the likelihood function for the unbiased estimator
in (3.3.12) can be written as [117]
p(qˆ;H) =
1
(piσψ¯)
2
exp[−(qˆ − qH)
∗(qˆ − qH)
σψ¯
], (3.3.13)
where σψ is the noise power. Then, the variance of the estimator must satisfy
var(Hˆ) ≥ 1
−E[∂2lnp(qˆ;H)
∂H∂H∗
] , (3.3.14)
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where lnp(qˆ;H) is the log-likelihood function. The first derivation of lnp(qˆ;H) yields
∂lnp(qˆ;H)
∂H
=
q¯∗q − q∗H∗
σψ¯
=
|q|2(q¯/q −H)∗
σψ¯
=
|q|2
σψ¯
(H¯ −H)∗ = J(H)(H¯ −H)∗.
(3.3.15)
Then, the second derivation of lnp(qˆ;H) results in
∂2lnp(qˆ;H)
∂H∂H∗
= −|q|
2
σψ¯
= −J(H). (3.3.16)
Furthermore, (3.3.15) reveals that the estimator attains the bound, i.e. it is minimum
variance unbiased [117]. Hence, the variance of the estimator is
var(Hˆ) = 1/E[J(H)] =
σψ¯
E[|q|2] , (3.3.17)
where E[|q|2] is the transmitted pilot power. Defining the power of the pilots in OFDM
as E[|q|2] = Γq, we can calculate the power of the pilots q˜R and q˜I in the proposed pilot
precoding. Clearly, the power of qR and qI and the OQAM symbols a is ΓqR = ΓqI =
Γa = Γq/2, as they are real or imaginary valued. Also the power of intrinsic interference
terms that accompany qR and qI is
ΓuR = ΓuI =
∑
(m,n)∈Ω∗m0,n0
Γa|〈p〉m0,n0m,[n]L |
2
= Γa
∑
(m,n)∈Ω∗m0,n0
|〈p〉m0,n0m,[n]L |
2
︸ ︷︷ ︸
1
= Γa.
(3.3.18)
From (3.3.8) and (3.3.18), the power of u¯R and u¯I is
Γu¯R = Γu¯I = ΓuR − γ2ΓqI = Γq(1− γ2)/2, (3.3.19)
where γ = |〈p〉m0,n0m0,n0+1| = |〈p〉
m0,n0+1
m0,n0 | according to Table 2.5. As a result, using (3.3.11)
and (3.3.19), the power of the precoded pilots, i.e. Γq˜R and Γq˜I becomes
Γq˜R = Γq˜I =
Γq/2 + Γq/2(1− γ2)
(1 + γ)2
=
Γq(2− γ2)
2(1 + γ)2
. (3.3.20)
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For the employed prototype filter in this work, the value of γ is γ ≈ 0.57. Hence
Γq˜R = Γq˜I ≈ 0.33Γq in (3.3.20), which means that pilot construction at the receiver side
comes with the cost of reduced transmit power in CFC-FBMC (or FBMC in general).
Consequently, (3.3.20) shows that the channel estimators in OFDM and CFC-FBMC
achieve different bounds. The relation between the bounds is
var(Hˆ)CFC-FBMC
var(Hˆ)OFDM
=
2(1 + γ)2
2− γ2 ≈ 3. (3.3.21)
The closer (3.3.21) to 1, the better performance of channel estimation in FBMC com-
pared to OFDM. Therefore, it is theoretically shown that the pilot-based channel es-
timation in FBMC cannot be as good as OFDM unless increasing the pilots transmit
power as in [28].
3.4 Complexity Analysis
Complexity of a waveform is an essential parameter of practical concern. Choosing the
short window length parameter L as a power of two enables CFC-FBMC to use efficient
FFT and IFFT algorithms in convolution, leading to lower complexity compared to the
standard structure of FBMC. Here, the complexity of CFC-FBMC is compared with
OFDM, FBMC, and WCP/COQAM.
Typically the complexity of an algorithm is measured by the number of floating point
operations (FLOPS). As the definition of FLOPS varies in different processors, we only
focus on the number of real multiplications in the complexity analysis. Clearly, every
complex multiplication requires four real multiplications. The parameter for the most
efficient FFT algorithm, i.e., split-radix [64] is expressed as
CM = M(log2M − 3) + 4. (3.4.1)
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3.4.1 Transmitter Processing
Every OQAM symbol in the transmitter of the conventional FBMC requires a M -point
IFFT operation with pure real or imaginary inputs, in addition to filtering with a real-
valued high rate filter. Thus, the number of multiplications is
C ′FBMC = CM + 2MP. (3.4.2)
Consequently, the complexity of a complex symbol modulation is two times C ′FBMC as
CFBMC = 2(CM + 2MP ), (3.4.3)
while it is CM for OFDM systems.
In CFC-FBMC, Mu active subchannels are filtered individually using short FFTs, while
the filter taps are real with the first one being zero, which is not counted in calculations.
Then IFFT over M subchannels with the length of MK is performed to generate the
transmit signal of one segment. Each segment modulates K complex symbols, therefore,
the overall number of multiplications for each segment is divided by K to obtain the
complexity per complex symbol. It can be expressed as
CCFC-FBMC =
1
K
(
CMK + CLMu + 2(L− 1)Mu
)
, (3.4.4)
where CMK and CL can be obtained using (3.4.1). The complexity of WCP/COQAM
transmitter is the same as FBMC, with circular shift and addition instead of linear shift.
3.4.2 Receiver Processing
In receiver processing, Mu complex multiplications for the equalization process is added
to the calculated complexities at the transmitter side. Hence, complexity of OFDM and
FBMC systems can be summarized as follows,
COFDM = CM + 4Mu,
CFBMC = 2(CM + 2MP + 4Mu),
(3.4.5)
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Figure 3.7: Complexity comparison of transmitter and receiver processing in OFDM,
FBMC, CFC-FBMC, and WCP/COQAM
while the complexity of CFC-FBMC with LR and HR equalization is
CCFC-FBMC-LR =
1
K
(
CMK +Mu
(
CL + 2(L− 1)
)
+ 4LMu
)
CCFC-FBMC-HR =
1
K
(
CMK +Mu
(
CL + 2(L− 1)
)
+ 4K(Mu + 2)
)
.
(3.4.6)
Fig. 3.7 shows the transmitter and receiver complexity comparison of OFDM, FBMC,
and CFC-FBMC. The minimum required window for the filter with P = 4 is L = 8.
Therefore L = 8 and L = 16 has been chosen for transmitter complexity comparison.
In the receiver comparison, LR and HR equalizations with L = 8 have been compared.
Thanks to the efficient calculations, the complexity of CFC-FBMC is significantly lower
than FBMC, i.e., it has been reduced to approximately half in the number of real
multiplications.
Complexity of WCP/COQAM receiver depends on the number of symbols in the block
[56]. The complexity shown here is calculated based on the simulation parameters in
the next section, i.e., N = 16 and P = 4. Hence, the length of the block samples would
be a power of two and the split-radix FFT operation over the block can be performed.
As it is seen, the receiver is more complex than FBMC in this scenario.
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3.5 Simulation Results
In this section, the performance of CFC-FBMC compared to the three waveforms OFDM,
FBMC, and WCP/COQAM is provided through simulations. Similar to OFDM, CFC-
FBMC can be used in various wireless applications such as WiFi, cellular networks, etc.
In this section, we adopt a downlink scenario in which an LTE-like block with parameters
summarized in Table 3.1 is used. Pilots are scattered through the block over four dis-
Table 3.1: Simulation Parameters
Simulation Parameters Value
Modulation Order 16-QAM
Number of Symbols (N) 16
Number of Subchannels (M) 512
Active Subchannels (Mu) 300
Short FFT Size (L) 8
Length of CP (LCP ) 32
Length of Window (Lw) 25
Equalization ZF
Channel Coding Uncoded
Fading Channels EPA, ETU
tributed symbols with six subchannel spacing, starting from first and fourth subchannels
on each symbol Alternatively. In the simulations, perfect synchronization is assumed,
i.e., there is no time and carrier frequency offset. One-tap ZF equalization is performed
for symbol detection. Two channels used for simulations are the extended pedestrian A
(EPA), and the highly dispersive extended typical urban (ETU) channel in fD = 5Hz
and fD = 70Hz scenarios [118], where fD is the Doppler spread.
Performance Comparison Assuming the channel information is known, the fD =
5Hz performance of OFDM and FBMC systems versus CFC-FBMC with LR and HR
equalization has been compared in Fig. 3.8a and 3.8b respectively. Performance of
OFDM, FBMC, and CFC-FBMC is the same in EPA channel. In ETU channel, the
performance of FBMC and CFC-FBMC with LR equalization is the same, while OFDM
performance is slightly better. This is mainly because in the formers, the variations
of the channel frequency response over each subchannel are assumed to be constant,
while variations are significant in the ETU channel. CFC-FBMC with HR equalization
shows a superior performance in ETU channel which outperforms OFDM and FBMC
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and attains its EPA performance without degradation. The theoretical BER of OFDM
in fading channels have also been plotted as a benchmark to prove the validity of the
BER curves. The theoretical term is based on [119, 120] which can be simply calculated
using berfading() function in Matlab.
Fig. 3.8c shows the comparison of WCP/COQAM and CFC-FBMC. Although the
equalization of WCP/COQAM is performed in high-resolution frequency domain as
in CFC FBMC, the FFT operation and equalization over the whole block of symbols
significantly degrades the performance even in low mobility fD = 5Hz scenario wherein
the channel over the symbols block is not constant. The performances of WCP/COQAM
in EPA and ETU 5 Hz are the same thanks to the high-resolution equalization, but it
cannot compete with CFC FBMC with LR and HR equalization.
Fig. 3.8d shows the performance of the four systems over double-dispersive ETU fD =
70Hz scenario. While the performance of CFC-FBMC is slightly better than FBMC and
OFDM, WCP/COQAM fails to operate under such a harsh channel environment, due
to the problem mentioned above.
Performance Comparison with Channel Estimation In this part, channel esti-
mation non-idealities are considered in system performances. First of all, a comparison
between the proposed channel estimation for CFC-FBMC and OFDM is presented in
Fig. 3.9 in 5 Hz Scenario. The ratio between derived lower bounds in (3.3.21) with the
exploited prototype filter is approximately 3 which is shown in the figure. The result-
ing MSE for the systems in both channel scenarios confirm the theoretical bounds. In
OFDM, the channel estimator perfectly attains the bound with a negligible degradation
in ETU channel. The estimation in CFC-FBMC follows its bound in EPA channel sce-
nario, while it endures a degradation in higher SNRs in ETU channel. As the channel
is not necessarily constant over adjacent subchannels, the constant channel assumption
in pilot precoding is not valid. Thus the degradation in MSE performance is justified.
The impact of channel estimation is illustrated in Fig. 3.10. In this figure, HR equaliza-
tion of CFC-FBMC is compared with OFDM and LR equalization CFC-FBMC. Com-
parison of Fig. 3.10a and Fig. 3.10b reveals that the higher MSE of channel estimator
in CFC-FBMC has a negative impact on the total performance of the system compared
to OFDM. In the EPA scenario, there is a slight degradation, while in ETU channel,
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Figure 3.8: Performance comparison of (a) OFDM vs. CFC-FBMC in fD = 5Hz,
(b) FBMC vs. CFC-FBMC in fD = 5Hz, (c) WCP/COQAM vs. CFC-FBMC in
fD = 5Hz, and (d) all waveforms in fD = 70Hz, assuming the channel information is
perfectly known
degradation is significant. Comparison of LR and HR equalization in Fig. 3.10b reveals
that the HR equalization performs better than LR in the ETU scenario which confirms
the results with perfect channel information. However, due to the channel estimation
problem in CFC-FBMC (FBMC in general), i.e., the variable channel frequency response
over the set Ωm0,n0 around each pilot, HR equalization capability using scattered pilots
in the performances is not feasible.
Performance Comparison In The Presence of Carrier Frequency Offset (CFO)
The impact of CFO on the subchannels of the waveforms is shown in Fig. 3.11. In this
simulation, one of the subchannels is shifted in frequency domain to evaluate the signal
to interference ratio (SIR) in the adjacent subchannels. As it can be seen, localization
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Figure 3.10: BER performance comparison of OFDM vs. CFC-FBMC in presence of
channel estimation, fD = 5Hz Scenario
of FBMC in frequency domain enables it to minimize the interference on the subchan-
nels, which is a pivotal advantage in the separation of users in multi-user asynchronous
scenarios. While the performance of CFC-FBMC and WCP/COQAM is very close to
FBMC, OFDM suffers from very high interference in the adjacent subchannels.
3.6 Summary and Conclusions
In this chapter, a novel structure for filter bank based multicarrier systems has been
investigated using fast convolution approach. We showed exploiting offset quadrature
amplitude modulation, enables us to perform FFT/IFFT based convolution without
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Figure 3.11: Performance comparison in the presence of CFO on the center subchan-
nel and its interference on the adjacent subchannels. ∆f = 0.25F
overlapped processing while the circular distortion can be discarded as a part of orthog-
onal interference terms. Using such property, significant improvements were achieved
in terms of spectral efficiency, orthogonality, complexity and the link-level performance
compared to conventional FBMC systems. Performance of the receiver and equalization
methods were investigated and compared with other waveforms thorough simulations.
Moreover, based on the time-variant nature of the filter response of CFC-FBMC, a pilot
based channel estimation technique with controlled transmit power was proposed and
analyzed against lower bound derivations. The proposed transceiver was shown to be a
competitive waveform processing for future wireless networks.
Chapter 4
Channel Estimation for
MIMO-FBMC Systems
In chapter 2, we showed the channel estimation problems in FBMC and reviewed the
proposed methods for single antenna and multiple antenna scenarios.
For MIMO systems, duration of the IAM preambles is increased with the number of
transmit streams which decreases the efficiency of the system. On the other hand, very
high PAPR of these preambles make them inappropriate for practical implementations.
Moreover, in the proposed schemes for comb-based channel estimation, part of the re-
sources around the pilots are nullified which reduces the spectrum efficiency of the pilot
schemes.
In this chapter, two channel estimation methods are proposed. The first one is a
preamble-based approach which its duration is shorter compared to the conventional
preambles, and it is not increased with increasing the number of streams. This method
is based on [121] for MIMO-OFDM system. Applying this method to MIMO-FBMC
with spatial multiplexing needs further consideration to manage intrinsic interference.
Thus, a precoding scheme is proposed the cancel intrinsic interference when necessary.
The channel estimation process using this preamble has modest computation complex-
ity, while it outperforms IAM methods regarding PAPR and MSE performance. The
second approach is a comb-based method which is the extension of the developed tech-
nique for CFC-FBMC in Sec. 3.3.1. We have seen that using this precoding technique
which is power efficient, the surrounding points of the pilots can be effectively used for
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transmitting data, while their interference with the pilot is estimated and canceled at
the transmitter side. Therefore, this technique can also be a good candidate for MIMO
systems, where the wasted resources in the conventional methods are saved with the
pilot reconstruction precoding scheme.
The channel estimation methods in this chapter are developed for FBMC systems, while
with small variations, they can be applied to CFC-FBMC as well.
4.1 Preamble Design
Recalling the MIMO transmission system in (2.1.26), to obtain the channel information
over a frame duration on each receive antennas, we need to transmit parallel pilots.
Assuming QT parallel streams and QR receive antenna, QT set of preambles specified
for each stream is required. Denoting the pilots on the mth subcarrier and the pth
stream as q
(p)
m , the system of equations for channel estimation can be represented as
follows 
y
(1)
m
...
y
(QR)
m
 =

h1,1m · · · h1,QTm
...
. . .
...
hQR,1m · · · hQR,Pm


q
(1)
m + u
(1)
m
...
q
(QT )
m + u
(QT )
m
+

η
(1)
m
...
η
(QR)
m
 . (4.1.1)
We have assumed that there are no significant variations in the channel within the frame
period. Hence, we can drop the time index from the system. The compact form of (4.1.1)
can be written as
ym = Hmq¯m + ηm, (4.1.2)
in which ym ∈ CQR×1 and q¯m ∈ CQT×1.
In IAM methods introduced in Sec. 2.3.3, the preamble is extended to QT pilot symbols
to solve the system in (4.1.2). That is, q¯m, ym, and ηm are extended to matrices as
Q¯m = [q¯m,0, q¯m,1, . . . , q¯m,QR−1] ∈ CQT×QR , Ym = [ym,0,ym,1, . . . ,ym,QR−1] ∈ CQR×QR ,
and Ψm = [ηm,0,ηm,1, . . . ,ηm,Q−1] ∈ CQR×QR . Then, the channel matrix can be derived
as
Hˆm = Ym(Q¯
HQ¯m)
−1Q¯Hm = Hm + Ψm
(
Q¯HmQ¯m
)−1
Q¯Hm, (4.1.3)
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Figure 4.1: The proposed preambles for two parallel stream
or in a special case, (4.1.3) with an equal number of transmit and receive antennas yields
H¯m = YmQ¯
−1
m = Hm + ΨmQ¯
−1
m . (4.1.4)
To avoid increasing the preamble length, and keeping it constant with just one pilot
symbol, we take the following approach using (4.1.1) to attain matrix Hˆ,
hq,pm =
y
(q)
m
q
(p)
m + u
(p)
m
∣∣∣∣∣
q
(p′)
m +u
(p′)
m =0, p′ 6=p
. (4.1.5)
In other words, on a specific subcarrier, when a stream is transmitting a pilot, the rest of
streams are silent or transmit zeros. If every QT th subcarrier out of total M subcarriers
are allocated to one stream, the rest of M −bM/QT c subcarriers for that stream can be
extracted via interpolation. As a result, only one symbol would be enough for getting the
channel matrix. Let us assume a 2x2 transmission scenario. In this case, the structure
of the preambles for the streams can be illustrated as Fig. 4.1, in which even subcarriers
are allocated to the first stream and odd subcarriers to the second one. For higher
number of streams, the distance between the pilots is increased.
4.1.1 Adaptation to FBMC
Assuming the pilots q
(p)
m = q
(p)
m,R +jq
(p)
m,I are complex symbols which makes the preambles
in Fig. 4.1 suitable for MIMO-OFDM system. The symbols for different streams are
shown as q(p), where for the 2x2 scenario they are q(1) and q(2). In FBMC systems,
due to real symbol transmission, real pilots are used as q
(p)
R . The values of q
(p)
R is
chosen randomly from BPSK constellation. Moreover, one real zero symbol is required
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at each side of the preamble to protect the preamble from the intrinsic interference
coming from the payload and the previous frame. Then, we can write the preambles as
[0,q
(p)
R ,0]. The insertion of the zero symbols are inevitable for the preambles. However,
we can replace them with a copy of q
(p)
R . The advantage of this replacement is that
its constructive interference to the main pilot symbols amplifies them at the receiver
side [122]. As a result, the noise variance of the estimated channel is reduced and its
performance bound is improved. Using Table 2.2, the suggested preambles would be in
form of [jq
(p)
R ,q
(p)
R ,−jq(p)R ] and they are shown for the 2x2 scenario in Fig. 4.2. When
combining the pilot symbols at the receiver side, the received amplified pilots can be
written as
q¯
(p)
m,R = (q
(p)
m,R + u
(p)
m,R), (4.1.6)
wherein,
u
(p)
m,R = γ(q
(p)
m,R + q
(p)
m,R) = 2γq
(p)
m,R, (4.1.7)
where γ is the adjacent interference factor defined in Table 2.5. By inserting (4.1.7) into
(4.1.6) the correspondent transmitted pilots for each stream is amplified to
q¯
(p)
m,R = (1 + 2γ)q
(p)
m,R. (4.1.8)
Recalling (4.1.5), there is another important condition to hold the orthogonality of the
stream preambles. When the pth stream is transmitting pilot at the mth frequency, the
rest of the streams must provide zero at the receiver not to interfere with the pth stream
pilot. However, due to intrinsic interference, this condition fails. Consequently, an inter-
ference cancellation technique is required to provide the zero condition at the specified
frequency for the rest of the streams. It is possible to use a precoding approach in which
the interference is calculated at the transmitter side so that there is no interference on
the corresponding frequency at the receiver side. Accordingly, the zero points in pilot
symbols are replaced by i
(p)
m . After demodulation at the receiver side, the combination
of intrinsic interference and i
(p)
m should be approximately zero.
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Figure 4.2: The proposed preambles for two parallel stream, adapted to MIMO-
FBMC
Fig. 4.2 shows the precoded pilots. The value to cancel interference on subcarrier m is
calculated using (2.1.16) as
i(p)m = −
∑
(m′ ,n′ )∈Ω∗
a(p)m,n〈g〉m
′,n′
m,n ,
= (q
(p
m−1,R(−1)mβ + q(p)m+1,R(−1)mβ)
+ (jq
(p)
m+1,Rδ − jq(p)m+1,Rδ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
+ (jq
(p)
m−1,Rδ − jq(p)m−1,Rδ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
= (−1)mβ(q(p)m−1,R + q(p)m+1,R).
(4.1.9)
The extension to QT -stream MIMO system is straightforward. In this case, one out
of each QT subcarriers carries a pilot (non-zero), while each streams’ pilot symbol is
orthogonal to the others. The more transmit branches, the more distance between pilot
subcarriers. Consequently, for the larger number of streams, the quality of channel
estimation degrades.
The efficiency enhancement of the proposed preamble compared to IAM methods are
summarized in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Efficiency enhancement of the proposed preamble compared to IAM
MIMO Scenario Efficiency Enhancement
2x2 20%
3x3 43%
4x4 55%
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4.1.2 Performance Bound Derivation
In this section, a lower bound for the proposed channel estimator is derived. We simplify
the system recalling (4.1.2) and (4.1.5) and dropping the subcarrier index as
y = q¯H + η. (4.1.10)
where y = [y(1) y(1)]T is the received signal vector, η = [η(1) η(1)]T is the noise vector,
H = [h1 h2] is the channel vector to be estimated, and q¯ is the pilot on the mth
subchannel. The CRLB is a bound on the smallest covariance matrix that can be
achieved by an unbiased estimator, Hˆ, of a parameter vector H as
var(Hˆ) = E
[
(H− Hˆ)(H− Hˆ)H] ≥ J−1, (4.1.11)
where
J = −E
[
∂2 ln p(y; H)
∂H∂HH
]
(4.1.12)
is the Fisher information matrix and ln p(y; H) is the log-likelihood function of the
observed vector y. The vector y is a complex Gaussian random vector, i.e., y ∼
CN (q¯H, σηI) with likelihood function and log-likelihood function as
p(y; H) =
1
(piση)2
exp
[
−(y− q¯H)
H(y− q¯H)
ση
]
=
1
(piση)2
exp
[
−‖y‖
2 − q¯HHHy− q¯yHH + q¯Hq¯HHH
ση
]
.
(4.1.13)
The complex gradient of ln p(y; H) with respect to H yields [117]
∂ ln p(y; H)
∂H
= − 1
ση
[
q¯Hq¯H− q¯Hy]H
= − q¯
Hq¯
ση
[
H− (q¯Hq¯)−1q¯Hy]H
= −J(H− Hˆ)H.
(4.1.14)
According to (4.1.12), The Fisher information matrix for the channel estimator is derived
as
J = −E
[
∂2 ln p(y; H)
∂H∂HH
]
=
E[q¯Hq¯]
ση
. (4.1.15)
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Defining Eq = E[q¯
Hq¯] = (1+2γ)2 as the pilot energy, the CRLB for the proposed channel
estimator is
J−1 =
ση
(1 + 2γ)2
(4.1.16)
4.1.3 Simulation Results
In this section, different preamble-based channel estimators for a 2x2 MIMO-FBMC sys-
tem are simulated and compared. The simulations are performed using 7-tap EPA-5Hz
and 9-tap ETU-70Hz channel models with low spatial correlations. In BER and MSE
comparisons, perfect synchronization is assumed, i.e., there is no timing or frequency off-
set errors. ZF equalizer is used to detect symbols. Table 4.2 summarizes the simulation
parameters.
Table 4.2: Simulation Parameters For MIMO-FBMC Simulations
Modulation type M-QAM, M=16
FFT size 512
Used subcarriers 300
Sampling frequency 7.68 MHz
Symbols per frame 7
Channel EPA 5Hz, ETU 70Hz
The results are compared with IAM-R and IAM-C methods introduced in [88]. For a
fair comparison, the transmission power is kept equal for all methods. In this system,
Eb/N0 is defined by
Eb/N0 = QR
SNR
α× log2(M)
, (4.1.17)
whereM = 16 is the modulation order, SNR is signal-to-noise ratio, and α = Ns−Np/Ns
with the frame length Ns = 2 ∗ 7 = 14 and the preamble length Np. The length of the
preamble in the proposed method is three symbols resulting in 40% overhead reduction
compared to IAMs in the two-antenna scenario. As a result, a performance gain is
expected due to the shorter preamble.
PAPR Comparison Fig. 4.3 shows a comparison between the proposed method and
IAMs in terms of PAPR. The plots show the squared magnitude of the preambles at the
output of the synthesis filter-bank on stream 1. Evidently, from the point of practical
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Figure 4.3: Amplitude of the preambles on output of the stream 1
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Figure 4.4: MSE performance of the channel estimation methods
implementations, the proposed method is preferable. Whereas in the others, the signal
level should be kept very low to avoid A/D saturation. The PAPR levels for the pilot
symbols are compared in Table 4.3 for the three methods.
Table 4.3: PAPR comparison for the three methods
IAM-C IAM-R Proposed
PAPR(dB) 27.7 25.6 11.8
Channel Estimation Performance Comparison Fig. 4.4 shows the MSE com-
parison of the channel estimation methods. To calculate MSE, the channel taps on the
second symbol in frame is considered as a reference, and it is assumed static during
the symbol duration. Then, the MSE is calculated using the estimated channel Hˆ as
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Figure 4.5: BER performance of the channel estimation methods
E
(
(H − Hˆ)H(H − Hˆ)). As it can be seen, the proposed preamble outperforms IAM-
R and IAM-C in both channel models. In the ETU-70Hz scenario, because of rapid
variation of the channel taps, the assumption of a static channel over Ω∗ in (2.1.13) is
invalid. Consequently, the performance of all methods degrades and reach an error floor
in higher SNRs. This is a general problem in channel estimation for FBMC systems
where the receiver should necessarily have an estimation of intrinsic interferences for
channel estimation. CRLB for the proposed method has also been plotted in the figure
for benchmark comparison. As can be seen, the proposed scheme achieves the closest
performance to the theoretical lower bound in comparison to other schemes.
Bit Error Rate Performance Comparison The BER performance comparison
with respect to Eb/N0 is illustrated in Fig. 4.5. Evidently, the proposed method per-
forms better compared to the others in low mobility EPA-5Hz scenario. In the high
mobility ETU-70Hz channel, the performance deteriorates as the channel varies sig-
nificantly during the frame time. Consequently, one can see that the preamble-based
channel estimation is not a proper choice for high mobility applications and there is an
error floor for all the curves showing around six percent bit error rate.
4.2 Pilot-based Channel Estimation
In this section, a pilot-based channel estimation method for MIMO-FBMC systems is
developed. As the frame structure of most of the wireless networks is using this method
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Figure 4.6: LTE frame structure of one resource block for 2x2 MIMO scenario
for channel estimation, the adaptation of this frame structure with FBMC especially
in MIMO scenario is important. In this chapter, we extend the pilot based channel
estimation proposed in Chapter 3 for CFC-FBMC system and to general FBMC systems
in a two-stream scenario.
Fig. 4.6 shows the positioning of pilots on a chunk of LTE slots for the 2x2 scenario.
When one stream is transmitting pilot, the other one carries zero and vice versa. Thus,
the channel coefficient on that time-frequency is calculated as
hq,pm,n =
y
(q)
m,n
q
(p)
m,n
∣∣∣∣∣
q
(p′)
m,n=0, p′ 6=p
. (4.2.1)
In FBMC systems, as mentioned in Chapter 3, the pilots are split to two consecutive
real symbols as (q
(p)
m0,n0,R
, q
(p)
m0,n0+1,I
). In the current scenario, i.e. MIMO systems, two
types or precoding is required to construct both pilots and nulls at the transmitter side
to maintain pilot-based channel estimation. Recalling (3.3.8), we can write the intrinsic
interference on the pilots at (m0, n0) and the pth stream as
u
(p)
m0,n0,R
=
∑
(m,n)∈Ω∗m0,n0
a(p)m,n〈p〉m0,n0m,n = u¯(p)m0,n0,R − (−1)m0q
(p)
m0,n0+1,I
γ
u
(p)
m0,n0+1,I
=
∑
(m,n)∈Ω∗m0,n0+1
a(p)m,n〈p〉m0,n0+1m,n = u¯(p)m0,n0+1,I + (−1)m0q
(p)
m0,n0,R
γ.
(4.2.2)
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Note that the [·]L operation has been removed in (4.2.2) as we have linear convolution
in the general model. The value of the precoded pilots can be drawn using (3.3.11) as
q˜
(p)
m0,n0,R
=
q
(p)
m0,n0,R
− (−1)m0 u¯(p)m0,n0+1,I
1 + γ
q˜
(p)
m0,n0+1,I
=
q
(p)
m0,n0+1,I
+ (−1)m0 u¯(p)m0,n0,I
1 + γ
.
(4.2.3)
By replacing the transmitting pilots by the calculated values in (4.2.3), we can recon-
struct the pilots at the receiver side through the demodulation process. This pilot
recovery is under the condition that we are able to reconstruct the null points on the
other streams. To do so, the precoding process should be applied to the zero trans-
mitting points as well. The precoded values for the zero these points can utterly be
extracted by placing 0 instead of pilot values in (4.2.3) as
z˜
(p)
m0,n0,R
=
−(−1)m0 u¯(p)m0,n0+1,I
1 + γ
z˜
(p)
m0,n0+1,I
=
(−1)m0 u¯(p)m0,n0,I
1 + γ
.
(4.2.4)
The performance bound of this system is the same as the SISO case, i.e., (3.3.17) in
Chapter 3.
4.2.1 Proof of Concept
The proposed pilot-based algorithm was successfully implemented and demonstrated
on radio platforms in 5G Innovation Centre. The platform is illustrated in Fig. 4.7b.
The transmitter and receiver parts have been implemented on FPGA platform and Lab-
VIEW, and the demonstration is running using a test vector and real-time demodulation
process. The test vector contains an LTE subframe with scattered pilots and synchro-
nization symbol, wherein the number of subcarriers is 256. Transmitting and receiving
of the signal over the air is performed using FPGA on radio platforms. The receiver pro-
cessing, i.e. synchronization, proposed channel estimation method, and ZF equalization
is performed by LabVIEW in the computer.
The graphical interface shows the received constellation for 16-QAM modulation, as well
as the PSD of the received signal and the measured channels using the proposed scheme.
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(a) Actual Demo.
LAN
(b) Block Diagram
Figure 4.7: Proof of concept of the proposed pilot-based channel estimation for
MIMO-FBMC
The transmit power is -30 dBm, and the carrier frequency is 2.6 GHz. The results are
showing the proposed scattered pilot-based channel estimation is working in practical
scenarios.
4.2.2 Simulation Results
In this section, the proposed channel estimator for a 2x2 MIMO-FBMC system is sim-
ulated and compared with the conventional MIMO-OFDM. The simulations are per-
formed using 7-tap EPA-5Hz and 9-tap ETU-70Hz channel models with low spatial
correlations. In BER and MSE comparisons, perfect synchronization is assumed, i.e.,
there is no timing or frequency offset errors. ZF equalizer is used In order to detect
symbols. The simulation parameters are the same as Table 4.2 except for the number
of symbols per subframe which is 14.
Fig. 4.8a shows the MSE comparison results. As expected, MIMO-OFDM achieves
better performance compared to MIMO-FBMC, as the energy of pilots is reduced in the
precoding process. The results show approximately 5 dB performance degradation in
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Figure 4.8: Comparison of the proposed comb-based channel estimation for MIMO-
FBMC and MIMO-OFDM
MIMO-FBMC in this case. The performance degradation in ETU channel is also higher
than MIMO-OFDM, as the assumption of the static channel on the surrounding points
of the pilots is not valid, and as a result, precoding error is enhanced.
Fig. 4.8b shows the BER performance of the systems. Degradation of the channel
estimation has been reflected to the BER performance of the MIMO-FBMC systems.
The 5 dB gap between the performance of MIMO-OFDM and MIMO-FBMC is clear.
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4.3 Summary and Conclusions
In this chapter, we proposed two methods for channel estimation of MIMO-FBMC sys-
tems. In the preamble design, the PAPR and overhead of the existing methods have been
tackled. In performance comparisons, the proposed scheme outperforms the conventional
methods in terms of MSE and BER, where this performance is proved through lower
bound derivations. In the second approach, we proposed a channel estimation method
based on the scattered pilot to adapt the LTE pilot scheme to MIMO-FBMC systems
while preventing the contamination of pilots with intrinsic interference. We were able
to provide a precoding technique to satisfy this objective. The performance of the sys-
tem has been evaluated and compared with MIMO-OFDM. The MSE performance is
roughly 5 dB degradation compared to MIMO-OFDM due to reduced pilot power after
precoding.
Chapter 5
FBMC/QAM as a
Non-Orthogonal Scheme
In the previous chapters, we have seen that the main drawback in FBMC/OQAM is
that it relaxes the orthogonality condition to real field to utilize a well-localized filter in
time and frequency, and maintain transmission at the Nyquist rate. Consequently, the
transmitted real symbols are contaminated with imaginary interference terms (intrinsic
interference) when receiving the symbols.
The interference terms are the main issue in channel estimation in both SISO and MIMO
applications. To facilitate channel estimation, it is necessary for the transceiver to
perform further pilot processing or waste part of the transmit resources. Also, MIMO
applications such as maximum likelihood detection and the Alamouti space-time block
coding cannot be directly applied to the system.
The objective FBMC with QAM modulation (FBMC/QAM) is reaching a quasi-orthogonal
signal while maintaining per-subcarrier filtering. Some methods for reducing the intrin-
sic interference energy were introduced in Chapter 2. In this chapter, first of all, we
target at filter design for type II of FBMC/QAM systems. The proposed filters in [37]
and [39] suffer from relatively high level of interference in time domain and frequency do-
main, respectively. Therefore, we optimize the stopband of the prototype filter to reduce
inter-carrier interference (ICI) between adjacent subcarriers. Moreover, we show that
when the designed filter does not satisfy the Nyquist property, the resulting inter-symbol
interference (ISI) error of the filter can be compensated through fractional shift of the
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filtered symbols. As a result, we can optimize the design to reduce the energy of intrinsic
interference and reach a quasi-orthogonal system. Additionally, the result can be used
in Type I systems as a primary filter, which eases the design of the secondary filter due
to less interfering samples in frequency domain. The design process is inspired by a
method proposed for single-carrier systems in [40]. This technique provides flexibility to
control different parameters such as stopband attenuation, Nyquist property, and tails
energy. However, the iterative optimization method proposed in [40] is not converging
to the global minimum in some scenarios. Thus, we also derive an optimization method
based on Newton-Raphson iterations to address the nonlinear problem solving in the
filter design procedure.
5.1 System Model
The general form of transmit signal for FBMC systems is
s[k] =
N−1∑
n=0
M−1∑
m=0
cm,ne
j 2pi
M
mkg[k − nM ], (5.1.1)
where cm,n are the complex symbols with m = 0, 1, . . . ,M − 1 and n = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1
as subcarrier index and symbol index respectively. g[k] is a real-valued low-pass filter
with the length Lg = PM . P is an integer number which indicates the overlap factor of
the filter in frequency domain. The matrix representation of (5.1.1) can be written as
s =
N−1∑
n=0
EnW
H
PMG¯an, (5.1.2)
where cn ∈ CM×1 is the symbol vector and and WPM is a PM -sized FFT matrix.
G¯ = [G0,G1, . . . ,GM−1] ∈ CPM×M is the filter matrix in frequency domain, wherein
G0 = [G(0), G(1), . . . , G(P − 1),0, G(−P + 1), . . . , G(−1)]T ∈ CPM×1 is the FFT output of
g (vector form of g[k]) and Gm are the cyclic shifts of G0 with mP units. Finally,
En ∈ R(N+P−1)M×PM is a shift matrix defined as
En = [0nM×PM ; IPM ; 0(N−n−1)M×PM ], (5.1.3)
which provides overlap-add operation. Assuming an ideal channel, i.e., no added noise
and channel distortion, the demodulated symbols at the receiver side can be expressed
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as
cˆn = G¯
TWPME
T
ns
= G¯TWPME
T
n
+∞∑
n¯=−∞
En¯W
H
PMG¯cn¯
= G¯TG¯cn + G¯
TWPME
T
n
∑
n¯6=n
En¯W
H
PMG¯cn¯︸ ︷︷ ︸
cISIn
.
(5.1.4)
By defining G¯T G¯ = I + GICI, (5.1.4) can be rephrased as
cˆn = cn + G
ICIcn + c
ISI
n
= cn + c
ICI
n + c
ISI
n .
(5.1.5)
As can be seen, cICIn and c
ISI
n appear as intrinsic interference due to ICI and ISI at the
receiver. The energy of these terms depend on the designed prototype filter g. For
conventional FBMC filters, the energy of ICI is significant. In order to a have proper
symbol detection, it is necessary to reduce the energy level of the ICI term.
Nyquist Property of The Prototype Filter
According to the Nyquist criterion for multicarrier systems, the matched filter which
is the correlation of the transmit and receive prototype filters, i.e. p[k] = g[k] ~ g[−k]
should provide the following property
p[k]
+∞∑
n=−∞
δk,nM = δk,0. (5.1.6)
In multicarrier systems, if the matched filter does not strictly follow the Nyquist prop-
erty, it is possible to choose a proper integer parameter ∆M to minimize cISIn . The
amount of ∆M is chosen according to zero-crossings of the matched filter in time do-
main. To this end, En in (5.1.3) is modified to
En = [0n(M+∆M)×PM ; IPM ; 0(N−n−1)(M+∆M)×PM ]. (5.1.7)
In this case, the spectral efficiency reduction factor (SERF) of the system is defined
as  = M/(M + ∆M). Although this fractional shift in overlap-add process leads to
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reduction of SERF, it enables the flexibility to optimize the stopband of the prototype
filter, so that the energy of cICIn is minimized.
5.2 Filter Design for FBMC/QAM
In this section, we provide a filter design method to obtain a prototype filter with reduced
ICI energy. As mentioned earlier, G0 is the FFT output of the prototype filter g with
length PM . Thus, G0 are the samples of the frequency response of g at ∆f = 1/(PM).
In typical FBMC filters, where they are localized within one subcarrier spacing, the
adjacent subcarriers have P samples overlap in frequency domain, and G0 will have
only P −1 non-zero samples. As shown in Fig. 5.1a, P −1 samples out of P overlapping
samples are non-zero and contribute to ICI energy. Accordingly, reducing the non-zero
overlapping samples leads to ICI energy reduction.
The design procedure of g, to fulfill the condition mentioned above is enumerated as
follows:
1. A single-carrier filter is defined in frequency domain as Gs = [G(0), G(1), . . . , G(P−
1), 0, G(−P + 1), . . . , G(−1)]T ∈ R2P×1, which contains the sequence of non-zero
taps of G0.
2. The time domain filter taps can be obtained as gs = IFFT{Gs}. The target is to
optimize gs so that G(P − 1) = G(−P + 1) ≈ 0, as shown in Fig. 5.1b.
3. The resulting Gs is zero-padded to reach the size PM and form G0.
4. The prototype filter g is extracted as g = IFFT{G0}.
The first optimization goal is to minimize the stopband of the filter. Defining z -transform
of gs as
Gs(z) =
Lgs∑
n=0
[gs]nz
−n = e(z)gs, (5.2.1)
wherein e(z) = [1, z−1, . . . , z−Lgs ] and Lgs is the length of gs, and assuming normalized
frequency spectrum, the stopband energy of gs is defined as
ξs =
∫ 1−f0
f0
|Gs(ej2pif )|2df, (5.2.2)
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Figure 5.1: Frequency domain representation of FBMC subcarriers in a limited range
assuming P = 5. Dashed lines show the FFT sampling points. (a) Conventional design
for FBMC/OQAM, the adjacent subcarriers are overlapping on 4 non-zero samples. (b)
Target design for FBMC/QAM with reduced ICI energy, i.e. the number of non-zero
overlapping samples is reduced to 2.
where f0 is the stop frequency defined as f0 = (1 + α)/4, and α is the roll-off factor of
the filter. With some manipulations and using Parseval’s theorem, it is easy to show
that [40]
ξs = g
T
s Φgs, (5.2.3)
where,
[Φ]i,j =

1− 2f0, i = j
−2f0sinc
(
2f0(i− j)
)
. i 6= j
(5.2.4)
We assume that gs is symmetric odd length (FIR Type I). In this case, to reduce
the computation complexity, it is possible to exploit only half of the filter gs in the
calculations. Thus, we can define gls = [gs[0], . . . , gs[(Lgs − 1)/2]T ∈ RLgls×1 as the left
half of gs, where Lgls = (Lgs + 1)/2. Also, a mapping matrix O ∈ RLgs×Lgls is defined
to construct gs from gls, so that gs = Ogls. In this case, (5.2.3) can be rewritten as
ξs = g
T
lsO
TΦOgls = g
T
lsΦ¯gls = g
T
lsΛ
TΛgls = ‖Λgls‖2. (5.2.5)
in (5.2.5), Φ¯ = ΛTΛ is the Cholesky factorization.
To minimize the stopband ξs, the first optimization goal can be described as
Λgls ≈ 0. (5.2.6)
The second optimization goal is to try to fulfill the Nyquist property and to minimize
of the tail of the matched filter, simultaneously. Since gs is the downsampled version
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of g, the Nyquist property for gs is obtained by placing M = 2 in (5.1.6). As a result,
defining the matched filter as ps, the right half of ps has the following properties
[p¯s]n,1 = g
T
ls S¯ngls =

1, n = 0
0, n = 2n¯
arbitrary, n 6= 2n¯
(5.2.7)
where S¯n = O
TSnO, and Sn is a shift matrix so that [Sn]i,j = δi,j+n which performs
shift-to-right for convolution. Defining S = [S¯0; S¯1; . . . ; S¯Lgs ], the soft equality for p¯s
can be written as
p¯s = (ILgs ⊗ gls)TSgls ≈ δ, (5.2.8)
where δ ∈ RLgs×1 is an impulse vector, i.e. [δ]i = δi,1. In (5.2.8), we are seeking an
ideal matched filter in which there is a unit sample at the centre of the filter, while its
transient samples (tails) are minimized to zero.
Having the first and second soft equations (5.2.6) and (5.2.8), and defining A = [(ILgs ⊗
gls)
TS; Λ] and u = [δ; 0], we can formulate the problem to find a solution for the
unknown gls, i.e.,
Agls ≈ u. (5.2.9)
To solve (5.2.9), the error function is defined as
ξ = ‖Γ(Agls − u)‖2, (5.2.10)
where Γ is a diagonal matrix of weights to manage the emphasis on stopband and tail
minimization, as well as the restriction on zero-crossings of the matched filter. This
matrix is defined as
Γ =
 Θ 0Lgs×Lgls
0Lgls×Lgs γILgls
 , (5.2.11)
where γ emphasizes the stopband attenuation, and Θ ∈ RLgs×Lgs is formed as
[Θ]i,j =

β, i = j = 2n¯+ 1, n¯ ≥ 0
η, i = j = 2n¯, n¯ ≥ 3
0. otherwise
(5.2.12)
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In (5.2.12), β and η emphasize on zero-crossings and tail minimization, respectively.
The matrix Γ is a modified version of the one introduced in [40] where γ is inserted to
minimize the stopband of the filter. For β, η, and γ, zero value means don’t care, while
larger values result in more strict minimization.
Since A is a function of gls, the error function in (5.2.10) is nonlinear with respect to
gls. Therefore, the optimum value for gls is found through an iterative process as
gk+1ls = g
k
ls +
(
(A′TΓ2A′ + 2
Lgs−1∑
n=0
[Γ]n,nS¯n([ΓAg
k
ls]n − [Γu]n)
)−1
A′TΓ2(u−Agkls),
(5.2.13)
in which
A′ =
2(ILgs ⊗ gls)TS
Λ
 . (5.2.14)
Proof of (5.2.13) and (5.2.14) is provided in the Appendix. The initial value g0ls in
(5.2.13) can be a square-root raised cosine filter with roll-off factor α and arbitrary
windowing. After sufficient iterations, gs can be derived from the resulted gls.
The vector gs is then zero-padded at the sides to reach the size 2P and extract Gs. In
this design, we try to find β, η, and γ so that G(P−1) and G(−P+1) are approximately
zero as shown in Fig. 5.1b. Using this approach, two of the dominant contributors to
form aICIn are minimized to zero, resulting in reduced energy of ICI. To do so, we release
the strict Nyquist property by reducing β. Then, the residual ISI is compensated by
choosing a proper ∆M for using in (5.1.7). It is worth mentioning that there is no
straightforward way to calculate the parameters β, η, and γ according to the design
goal. Thus, the best solution is to do exhaustive search of the parameters to get the
desired filter characteristics.
5.2.1 Simulation Results
n this section, we demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed filter design. Similar to
typical FBMC filters, we choose Lgs = 7 for the designed filters. Also, K = 5 is chosen for
the designs to provide enough room for the matched filter to fit within the FFT window.
The filter coefficients are scaled so that the correct constellation is received. Since the
problem of orthogonality is not completely resolved, the suitable modulation type for
transmission is QPSK. The number of subcarriers is also M = 512. The orthogonality
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Table 5.1: Comparison of filter parameters and results
Rolloff (α) Zero-crossing (β) Tail (η) Stopband (γ) ∆M SERF SIR(dB)
Case 1 0.99 5 0 1 0 100% 8.8
Case 2.1 0.3 1.58 11.62 1.97 0 100% 10.5
Case 2.2 0.3 1.58 11.62 1.97 37 93% 11
Yun [7] - - - - 0 100% 10.4
provided by the filters are evaluated via signal to interference ratio (SIR) defined as
‖a‖2/‖a− aˆ‖2. Moreover, ∆M chosen for the filters is according to their zero-crossings
in the time domain. If a filter satisfies the Nyquist property, then we choose ∆M = 0.
The results are also compared with Yun filter with K = 4 in [37]. Comparison of
power spectral density (PSD) of the filters is provided in Fig. 5.2. Bit error rate (BER)
performance for synchronous and asynchronous uplink scenarios in the presence of added
white Gaussian noise (AWGN) has been provided in Fig. 5.3a and 5.3b, respectively.
In these scenarios, three adjacent subbands are used for data transmission and the
performance of the middle subband is evaluated. In the synchronous scenario, there is
no synchronization error between the subbands. While in the asynchronous scenario,
there are random timing and carrier frequency offset between the subbands.
We discuss two scenarios using the proposed scheme. In the first scenario, a filter similar
to conventional FBMC/OQAM systems has been designed. These filters are based on
raised cosine filter with α = 1. The specification is shown as case 1 in Table ??. With
emphasis on β, and less emphasis on η, and γ, this filter in quite close to the defined
one as g0ls. One can see that this filter has the lowest SIR among the filters, in which
intrinsic interference mostly appears as ICI. This can be seen in Fig. 5.2 where case 1
is decaying slowly within the subcarrier spacing. Moreover, Fig. 5.3a shows the worst
BER performance for this case.
The second scenario is the optimized filter in frequency domain with less emphasis
on the Nyquist property to minimize G(K − 1) and G(−K + 1). As shown in Fig.
5.2, the corresponding point of G(K − 1), i.e. (K − 1)/K = 0.8 shows approximately
35 dB improvement compared to case 1. This localization in the frequency domain
comes with the cost of a little deviation from the Nyquist property in the time domain
which is compensated by choosing a proper value for ∆M . To show the impact of ISI
compensation, this scenario has been divided in to two cases 2.1 and 2.2. In the case
2.1, where ∆M = 0, the SIR is as good as Yun filter as shown in Table 5.1. By choosing
∆M = 37 in the case 2.2, the SIR of the filter shows a significant enhancement and
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Figure 5.3: Performance comparison of FBMC/QAM with the proposed filters vs.
OFDM : a) Synchronous performance, b) Asynchronous performance
outperforms the rest of the filters. It is in fact a trade off between orthogonality and
spectral efficiency.
Fig. 5.3a shows the BER performance in synchronous scenario. While both cases 2.1
and 2.2 show the superior performance compared to the others, it is quite clear that
the ISI compensation in case 2.2 makes a remarkable enhancement in the performance
of the system, so that it provides roughly 10 dB improvement in BER performance
compared to the Yun Filter. These performances have also been compared with OFDM
which shows that this orthogonal system has a considerably better performance when
there are no synchronization errors. However, Fig. 5.3b shows that OFDM incurs a
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significant performance degradation compared to FBMC systems in the asynchronous
scenario. While the performance degradation of FBMC systems is negligible, OFDM
performance reaches an error floor at higher SNRs. At lower SNRs, the residual intrinsic
interference error is still dominant in FBMC which can be improved through the filter
design.
Compared to the conventional and the state of the art FBMC filters, the performance
of case 2.2 demonstrates its promising potential to be employed in FBMC systems.
5.3 Summary and Conclusions
In this chapter, we investigated the filter design for FBMC/QAM systems. The system
model of FBMC/QAM was derived with ability to compensate the ISI error, when the
designed filter does not precisely provide the Nyquist property. Then, through the
filter optimization problem, the stopband were minimized at the frequency sampling
points to reduce the ICI energy between the adjacent subcarriers. The results showed
significant enhancement in orthogonality provided by the optimized filter, compared to
FBMC/OQAM filters and state of the art.
5.4 Appendix
We tackle the optimization problem by rewriting the error function in (5.2.10) as
ξ(gls) =
(
Γ(Agls − u)
)T(
Γ(Agls − u)
)
. (5.4.1)
Defining
w(gls) = ΓAgls
u¯ = Γu,
(5.4.2)
we can write the necessary condition to minimize ξ(gls) through differentiation as [117]
ξ′(gls) = w′(gls)
(
u¯−w(gls)
)
= 0, (5.4.3)
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where w′(gls) ∈ RLgls×(Lgs+Lgls ) is the Jacobian matrix which with some manipulation
can be derived as
w′(gls) =
∂w(gls)
T
∂gls
= Γ
2(ILgls ⊗ gls)TS
Λ
 = ΓA′. (5.4.4)
(5.4.3) is a set of Lgls simultaneous nonlinear equations. They may be solved using the
Newton-Raphson iteration method as
gk+1ls = g
k
ls −
(∂ξ′(gls)
∂gls
)−1
ξ′(gls)
∣∣∣∣∣
gls=g
k
ls
. (5.4.5)
The Jacobian of ξ′(gls) in (5.4.5), which is actually the scaled Hessian of ξ(gls) is calcu-
lated as
∂ξ′(gls)
∂gls
=
Lgs+Lgls−1∑
n=0
w′′n([u¯]n − [w]n)−w′Tw′, (5.4.6)
in which
[w′′n]i,j =
∂2[w]n
∂[gls]i∂[gls]j
=

2[Γ]n,n[Sn]i,j , 0 ≤ n ≤ Lgs − 1
0. otherwise
(5.4.7)
Placing (5.4.8) in (5.4.6) results in
∂ξ′(gls)
∂gls
= 2
Lgs−1∑
n=0
[Γ]n,nSn([u¯]n − [w]n)−w′Tw′. (5.4.8)
Finally, by placing (5.4.8) and (5.4.2) in (5.4.5), (5.2.13) is achieved.

Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Works
Filterbank multicarrier system is one of the promising candidates to satisfy the require-
ments for future wireless networks providing per-subcarrier filtering and very low out
of band radiation. The mentioned advantages are the key points in the development
of the future networks based on asynchronous transmissions spectrum aggregation. In
other words, localization in the frequency domain and immunity against synchroniza-
tion errors renders the system to be more efficient with reduced signaling overhead and
synchronization constraints.
This thesis addressed some of the critical challenges in the FBMC theory to make it
viable for practical applications. In the following, firstly the summary and conclusions
of the works are presented. Then, the future directions of this research area based on
the state-of-the-art review and the proposed works will be introduced.
6.1 Summary and Conclusions
In this thesis, we first provided a comprehensive review of the system model with the
conventional and alternative structures and prototype filters for FBMC. We introduced
fast convolution schemes as a potential solution for complexity reduction of FBMC. We
showed that according to the structure of this system and orthogonality in real field,
channel estimation and equalization is not as straightforward as the legacy systems. We
reviewed the existing methods for channel estimation in both SISO and MIMO systems,
wherein most of the schemes suffer from the waste of resources. Then, we introduced
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the FBMC/QAM systems as an alternative to remove the real domain orthogonality
constraint and its associated shortcomings, while still satisfying the advantages of FBM-
C/OQAM.
In Chapter 3, we enhanced the structure of the FBMC/OQAM systems using the fast
convolution theory. To the best of our knowledge, there was no model in the literature
to accurately describe fast convolution for FBMC and filtering in the frequency domain.
We provided this model in this chapter. Based on this model we stated a proposition
and mathematically proved that the distortion due to circular convolution property is
orthogonal to the transmitted symbols and appears as intrinsic interference. This feature
helped us to improve the localization FBMC/OQAM in time domain. Moreover, using
this property along with fast convolution significantly reduced the complexity of FBMC
systems compared to the conventional scheme. Another advantage of convolution in
frequency domain is that it eases the multitap equalization for FBMC which is necessary
for this system in highly dispersive channels. These enhancements came at the cost of
degradation in out of band emission of the system. However, this problem was solved
by a simple windowing process at the edges of the filtered blocks. In the second part
of this chapter, we propose a power efficient channel estimation method based on the
transmultiplexer response of CFC-FBMC and the performance bound for the scheme
was derived.
The proposed system was examined and compared with conventional FBMC and OFDM
in moderate and highly frequency selective channel scenarios, as well as in the presence of
CFO and we showed that this system could be the proper alternative for the conventional
FBMC systems. The performance the system in the presence of the proposed channel
estimation method was slightly degraded. This degradation is due to reduced transmit
power of the pilots after precoding. However, the performance of the system is still
acceptable compared to OFDM.
In chapter 4, we proposed two methods for channel estimation for MIMO-FBMC/OQAM
systems. In the preamble design, we have followed two objectives. First, the preamble
length should not grow with the number of transmit antennas. Secondly, the PAPR
of the preamble should be minimum. According to the results, the proposed scheme
combined with a transmit precoding approach to making the preambles for different
antennas orthogonal, satisfied both the objectives. As examples, the preamble overhead
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for 2x2 and 3x3 scenarios have been reduced by 20% and 43% compared to the existing
methods, respectively. Moreover, the PAPR of the proposed scheme was significantly
lower than state of the art. Also in performance comparisons, the proposed scheme out-
performs the conventional methods in terms of MSE and BER, where this performance
is proved through lower bound derivations.
In the second approach, we proposed a channel estimation method based on the scattered
pilot. The objective was the adaptation of the LTE pilot scheme to MIMO-FBMC
systems while preventing the contamination of pilots with intrinsic interference. We were
able to provide a precoding technique to satisfy this objective, while to the best of our
knowledge, it is the only method in which the surrounded data points are used efficiently.
The performance of the system has been evaluated and compared with MIMO-OFDM.
The MSE performance is roughly 5 dB degradation compared to MIMO-OFDM due to
reduced pilot power after precoding.
In Chapter 5, we targeted at transmitting QAM symbols using FBMC which is called
FBMC/QAM. The main objective of our work is to reduce the energy of intrinsic in-
terference so as to improve the orthogonality of the system. We designed a prototype
filter for this system which significantly reduces the interference between the adjacent
subchannels. Designing such filter was challenging because of the very sharp transition
band which has a negative impact on the Nyquist property of the filter. We have com-
pensated this deviation from the Nyquist property by the fractional shift of the filtered
symbols. The designed filter has been compared with the state of the art and conven-
tional FBMC/QAM filters in terms of SIR and BER. As an example, the proposed filter
with Nyquist compensation provides 10 dB better performance compared to state of the
art in terms of reduced interferences between symbols and outperforms them. In the
design process, we modified the existing optimization method to obtain a filter which
approaches the desired design criteria. The FBMC/QAM system with the proposed fil-
ter design and the Nyquist compensation represents a viable solution for the 5G massive
machine type communication (mMTC) use case.
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6.2 Future Works
The works on the waveforms for future wireless networks are still in progress to find
an optimized solution. Other than FBMC, several waveforms have been considered as
potential candidate to replace OFDM systems, e.g., FBMC/QAM, filtered OFDM, and
windowed OFDM.
The future works mentioned here can be divided into two parts. First, part of the works
in this thesis which can be extended to other waveforms. Second, the future works on
FBMC/QAM signals.
6.2.1 Fast Convolution Schemes for Filtered OFDM
Filtered OFDM systems have a post-IFFT filtering stage at the transmitter and a pre-
FFT filtering stage at the receiver side. These stages can be combined with the IFFT
and FFT stages using fast convolution schemes. In this way, the resampling process
and filtering can be combined with FFT and IFFT to make the filtering process more
efficiently. Also, some techniques for shorter filter designed can be exploited to reduce
the ISI after filtering and increase the spectral efficiency of the system.
6.2.2 Secondary Filter Design for FBMC/QAM Using the Proposed
Primary Filter
The proposed filter in Chapter 5 is also a good candidate for dual filter FBMC/QAM
systems. As this filter is quite efficient regarding interference with the adjacent subchan-
nels in the frequency domain, it eases the process of secondary filter design and provides
more flexibility to enhance the OoBR.
Fig. 6.1 shows the existing secondary filter designed for PHYDYAS filter proposed by
[37].
As it can be seen, the ISI regions in this window is rather high. Using the designed
filter in Chapter 5 as a primary filter let the secondary filter designer more flexibility to
optimize the ISI regions due to less interfering taps in frequency domain.
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Figure 6.1: Secondary filter for Type I of FBMC-QAM systems.
6.2.3 Orthogonalization in FBMC/QAM Using Filter Deconvolution
It is possible to cancel the effect of filtering at the receiver side using the inverse filter of
the one used at the transmitter side. However, noise enhancement is the major problem
of this method. Hence, a proper filter design to perform deconvolution in the frequency
domain can perform complexity reduction and noise enhancement reduction at the same
time. This method is based on filter deconvolution theory. According to this operation,
when a signal is filtered by the filter g(t), an inverse system g˘(t) should be found so that
g(t)~ g˘(t) = δ(t). (6.2.1)
The frequency domain representation of (6.2.1) is
G(z)G˘(z) = 1. (6.2.2)
The DFT representation of (6.2.2) yields
G˘(ζ) = 1/G(ζ). (6.2.3)
From (6.2.3), it is clear that G(ζ) 6= 0. As a result, this approach is different from
the approach in Chapter 5 where we tried to find a filter with maximum zero taps
in the frequency domain. It is easy to extract a filter with non-zero taps using the
conventional filters like PHYDYAS. Denoting the PHYDYAS filter taps in frequency
domain as GPHYD ∈ RL0×1 for a single-carrier system, the invertible filter taps for the
inverse system can be derived as
G = WL1SW
H
L0GPHYD ∈ CL1×1, (6.2.4)
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Figure 6.2: The interpolated version of PHYDYAS filter in frequency domain (a)
Filter taps (b) PSD Comparison
where WL is the L-sized FFT matrix and S is a zero-padding matrix which extends the
length of WHL0GPHYD to L1. By choosing L1 as an odd number so that L1 ≥ L0, we can
make sure that the entries of G are all non-zero. In fact, G is the interpolated version
of GPHYD. More details on choosing the value of L1 is provided in the following.
Fig. 6.2a shows G taps in frequency domain where its side samples are non-zero. Note,
that the matrix S forces the prototype filter g to be complex in time domain. This is not
changing the complexity of the system because the filter taps in frequency domain are
still real and the convolution and deconvolution precesses are performed in frequency
domain. Fig. 6.2b shows the PSD comparison of the filters. The frequency response of
G slightly degrades but still provides a good performance.
Transceiver Model
Having the invertible filter, we can go to the FBMC/QAM model. The system model
we have been working on is
s[k] =
N−1∑
n=0
M−1∑
m=0
cm,ne
j 2pi
M
mkg[k − nM ], (6.2.5)
which is a system with symbol duration T0 and subcarrier spacing F0.
The intrinsic interference in this system is in two dimensions. This interference both in
time and frequency is quite problematic when designing the transceivers based on FBMC.
One approach is to get rid of one dimension of interference as in HQAM introduced in
[106]. In this system, the subcarrier spacing is increased to 2F0, while the symbol
duration is cut to half, i.e. τ0 = T0/2. Due to removing the interference between
subchannels, intrinsic interference dimension is reduced to only one dimension which
is time domain. This is while the data rate remains the same as conventional FBMC
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Figure 6.3: Structure of the proposed transmitter based on HQAM. There is no
overlap between the adjacent subchannels.
systems. Using this structure, the block of N symbols with M subchannels is reshaped
as M/2× 2N .
As the deconvolution process is applied on the whole filtered signal at once, a block-wised
modulation and demodulation structure is proposed in this section. The transmitter
system is illustrated in Fig. 6.3. As can be seen, there is no interference between
subchannels due to doubling the subchannel spacing. Moreover, the frame duration is
almost the same as the conventional system introduced in (6.2.5). Assuming the single
carrier filter is gs ∈ RLgs×1, and 2N symbols to be modulated, the parameter L1 can be
obtained as
L1 ≥ Lgs + 2N. (6.2.6)
Lgs is usually odd. Then for L1 to be an odd number, the equality in (6.2.6) holds.
According to Fig. 6.3, the matrix form of the transmit signal can be written as
s = WHL2
M/2−1∑
m=0
E2mdiag{G}WL1C, (6.2.7)
where C = [c0, c2, c4, . . . , cM/2−1] ∈ CL1×M/2 is the matrix of symbols, E2m is the shift
matrix defined as
E2m = [0mL1×L1; IL1; 0L2−(m+1)L1×L1], (6.2.8)
and L2 = ML1/2. Defining the inverse filter G˘ in frequency domain so that its entries
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satisfy the condition in (6.2.3), and assuming no added noise and channel distortion, we
can obtain the received symbols as
cˆ2m = W
H
L1diag{G˘}ET2mWL2s = · · · = c2m. (6.2.9)
In (6.2.9), it is clear that the complex orthogonality for the proposed system holds, while
we are exploiting the benefits of FBMC.
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